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Generic deformations
of the colored sl.N /–homology for links

HAO WU

We generalize the works of Lee [12] and Gornik [6] to construct a basis for generic
deformations of the colored sl.N /–homology defined in [24]. As applications, we
construct nondegenerate pairings and co-pairings which lead to dualities of generic
deformations of the colored sl.N /–homology. We also define and study colored
sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants. Among other things, we observe that these invariants
vanish on amphicheiral knots and discuss some implications of this observation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In [16], Murakami, Ohtsuki and Yamada introduced the MOY calculus, which gives
a combinatorial description of the quantum sl.N /–invariant for links in S3 colored
by positive integers (or, equivalently, wedge products of the defining representation
of sl.N IC/). By categorifying special cases of the MOY calculus, Khovanov and
Rozansky [9] defined a Z˚2 –graded sl.N /–homology for links that categorifies the
(uncolored) sl.N /–HOMFLY-PT polynomial. When N D2, their construction recovers
the Khovanov homology [7]. In [22], I generalized their construction to give an sl.N /–
homology for links colored by positive integers. This construction is based on matrix
factorizations associated to general MOY graphs with potentials induced by X NC1 . If
a link L is colored entirely by 1, then its colored sl.N /–homology is its Khovanov–
Rozansky sl.N /–homology.

For any polynomial P .X / in CŒX � of the form

(1-1) P .X /DX NC1C
NX

kD1

.�1/k
N C 1

N C 1� k
bkX NC1�k ;

where b1; : : : ; bN 2C , one can perform the above construction using matrix factoriza-
tions associated to general MOY graphs with potentials induced by P .X / and give
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a deformation of the sl.N /–homology. In the uncolored case, this deformation was
introduced by Lee [12] for the Khovanov homology and then by Gornik [6] for general
N � 2. In [26], I established the invariance of deformations in the uncolored case.
Recently in [24], I defined a deformation HP of the colored sl.N /–homology and
proved its invariance. If a link L is colored entirely by 1, then HP .L/ is the uncolored
deformation studied in [6; 12; 26].

We say that a polynomial in CŒX � is generic if its derivative has only simple roots. In
particular, P .X / in (1-1) is generic if and only if

P 0.X /D .N C 1/

�
X N C

NX
kD1

.�1/kbkX N�k

�
has N distinct roots. For a generic polynomial P .X / of the form (1-1), we call HP

a generic deformation of the colored sl.N /–homology. Lee [12] and Gornik [6]
constructed a basis for generic deformations of the Khovanov–Rozansky sl.N /–
homology. This basis has been used to define the Rasmussen invariant [18] and
the sl.N /–Rasmussen invariant [14; 26], which, among other things, have led to new
bounds of the slice genus [14; 18; 26] and a new proof of Milnor’s conjecture [18].

The primary goal of the present paper is to generalize the Lee–Gornik construction to
give a basis for generic deformations of the colored sl.N /–homology. We also give
several applications of this basis.

1.2 A basis for generic deformations of colored sl.N /–homology

Throughout this paper, N is a fixed integer greater than or equal to 2. All links in this
paper are oriented and colored. That is, every component of the link is assigned an
orientation and an element of f0; 1; : : : ;N g, which we call the color of this component.
A link that is completely color by 1 is called uncolored.

Definition 1.1 Let L be a colored link diagram with components K1; : : : ;Kl . As-
sume the color of Ki is c.Ki/ 2 f0; 1; : : : ;N g.
Assume P .X / is a generic polynomial of the form (1-1). Denote by †.P / the set of
roots of P 0 , which is a set of N distinct complex numbers, and by P.†.P // the set
of subsets of †.P /.

A state  of L is a function  W fK1; : : : ;Klg!P.†.P // satisfying j .Ki/jDc.Ki/.
Denote by SP .L/ the set of all states of L.
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Given a state  2 SP .L/, for each crossing c in L, define a number h .c/ by

h 

0B@ Ki Kj

1CAD (j .Ki/\ .Kj /j if c.Ki/¤ c.Kj /;

j .Ki/\ .Kj /j � c.Ki/ if c.Ki/D c.Kj /;

h 

0B@ Ki Kj

1CAD (�j .Ki/\ .Kj /j if c.Ki/¤ c.Kj /;

c.Ki/� j .Ki/\ .Kj /j if c.Ki/D c.Kj /:

Define h. /D
X

c

h .c/;

where c runs through all crossings of L. It is easy to check that h. / is invariant
under Reidemeister moves of L.

The following theorem generalizes the Lee–Gornik construction [6; 12].

Theorem 1.2 Let P be a generic polynomial of the form (1-1) and L a colored link
diagram. For each state  of L, there exists, up to scaling, a nonzero element v of
HP .L/ of homological grading h. / such that

HP .L/D
M

 2SP .L/

C � v :

The above decomposition is invariant under the Reidemeister moves.

Remark 1.3 From [24], we know that HP .L/ has a Z2 –grading, a quantum filtration
and a homological grading. As in the uncolored case, the construction of the basis fv g
in Sections 4, 5 and 6 implies that the decomposition in Theorem 1.2 does not preserve
the quantum filtration. But, as we will see, it can be used to study the quantum filtration
in some indirect ways. From [24, Theorem 9.9], we know that the Z2 –grading of
HP .L/ is trivial. So we will not keep track of this Z2 –grading.

1.3 Linear change of †.P /

It is not clear whether the generically deformed colored sl.N /–homology HP depends
on the choice of the generic polynomial P .X /. But it is not hard to show that HP is
invariant under linear changes of †.P /. The following generalizes Mackaay, Turner
and Vaz [15, Propositions 2.2 and 3.1].
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Proposition 1.4 Let P .X / and yP .X / be generic polynomials of the form (1-1).
If there are a; b 2 C with a ¤ 0 such that †. yP / D far C b j r 2 †.P /g, then
HP .L/ŠH yP .L/ for any colored link L, where the isomorphism preserves both the
quantum filtration and the homological grading.

As a byproduct of the proof of Proposition 1.4, we have that HP .L/ is invariant under
reversal of orientation of all the components at the same time.

Corollary 1.5 Let L be a colored link. Denote by �L the colored link obtained
from L by reversing the orientation of every component of L. Suppose that P .X / is a
polynomial of the form (1-1), not necessarily generic. Then HP .L/ŠHP .�L/, where
the isomorphism preserves both the quantum filtration and the homological grading.

1.4 Nondegenerate pairings and co-pairings

One application of Theorem 1.2 is to establish dualities between generic deformations of
the sl.N /–homology of certain colored links. We do this by constructing nondegenerate
pairings and co-pairings. The motivation for these constructions is to understand how
the colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants defined in Definition 1.13 below behave under
certain changes of the colored knot. (See Corollary 1.15 below.)

Definition 1.6 Let V and W be finite dimensional linear spaces of the same dimension
over C . A pairing of V and W is a C–linear map rW V ˝C W ! C . We say that
r is nondegenerate if it is nondegenerate as a bilinear form from V �W to C . A
co-pairing of V and W is a C–linear map �W C ! V ˝C W . We say that � is
nondegenerate if its dual, ��W V �˝C W �!C , is nondegenerate as a bilinear form
from V � �W � to C .

Proposition 1.7 Let L be a colored link. Denote by xL the colored link obtained
from L by reversing the orientation of every component of L and switching the upper-
and lower-branches at each crossing. Suppose that P .X / is a generic polynomial of
the form (1-1). Then there are a nondegenerate pairing xrW HP .L/˝C HP .xL/! C
and a nondegenerate co-pairing x�W C!HP .L/˝C HP .xL/, both of which preserve
the quantum filtration and the homological grading.

In particular, HP .xL/ŠHomC.HP .L/;C/, where the isomorphism preserves both the
quantum filtration and the homological grading.

To state the next duality theorem, we need to introduce a grading shift.
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Lemma 1.8 For each colored crossing, define

s

0@ m n
1AD (0 if mD n or mDN � n;

N � 2n otherwise;

s

0@ m n
1AD (0 if mD n or mDN � n;

2m�N otherwise;

s0

0@ m n
1AD (0 if mD n or mDN � n;

N � 2m otherwise;

s0

0@ m n
1AD (0 if mD n or mDN � n;

2n�N otherwise:

For a colored link diagram D , define

s.D/D
X

c

s.c/;

s0.D/D
X

c

s0.c/;

where c runs through all crossings of D . Then s.D/ and s0.D/ are both invariant
under the Reidemeister moves, and s.D/D s0.D/ for any colored link diagram D .

Proof It is easy to check that s.D/ and s0.D/ are invariant under the Reidemeister
moves. To prove s.D/ D s0.D/, consider the colored link diagram D0 obtained by
“looking at D from the backside”. D and D0 represent the same colored link. So they
are connected by a finite sequence of Reidemeister moves. Therefore, s.D/D s.D0/.
But, by their definitions, it clear that s.D0/D s0.D/. Thus, s.D/D s0.D/.

Proposition 1.9 Let L be a colored link. Denote by Lop the colored link obtained
from L by switching the upper- and lower-branches at each crossing and changing
each color k to N � k . Suppose that P .X / is a generic polynomial of the form (1-1).
Then there is a nondegenerate pairing ropW HP .L/˝C HP .L

op/!C of homological
grading s.L/ and quantum degree not greater than �s.L/. There is also a nondegen-
erate co-pairing �opW C!HP .L/˝C HP .L

op/ of homological grading �s.L/ and
quantum degree not greater than s.L/.

In particular, HP .L
op/ŠHomC.HP .L/;C/k� s.L/kfqs.L/g, where, as in [22; 24] ,

k?k means shifting the homological grading by ? and fq�g means shifting the quantum
filtration by �. The isomorphism here preserves both the quantum filtration and the
homological grading.
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Note that .xL/opDLop is the colored link obtained from L by reversing the orientation
of every component and changing every color k to N �k . Comparing Propositions 1.7
and 1.9, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 1.10 Let L be a colored link. Suppose that P .X / is a generic polynomial
of the form (1-1). Then HP .L/ŠHP .Lop/k� s.L/kfqs.L/g.

Proof By Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.9, we have

HP .L/Š HomC.HP .L
op/;C/k� s.Lop/kfqs.Lop/g

ŠHP .Lop/k� s.Lop/kfqs.Lop/g:
It is easy to check that s.Lop/ D s0.L/. But, by Lemma 1.8, s0.L/ D s.L/. So
HP .L/ŠHP .Lop/k� s.L/kfqs.L/g.

Remark 1.11 The constructions of the pairings and co-pairings in Proposition 1.7
and Proposition 1.9 are done component by component. So one can have “mixed”
nondegenerate pairings and co-pairings by applying Proposition 1.7 to some components
and Proposition 1.9 to others. In fact, Corollary 1.10 can be made more general. Roughly
speaking, we have:

Let P be a polynomial of the form (1-1), not necessarily generic. If L is a colored
link and K is a component of L with color k . Denote by L0 the link obtained from L

by reversing the orientation of K and changing its color to N � k . Then HP .L
0/ and

HP .L/ differ only by overall shiftings of the quantum filtration and the homological
grading. (I will prove this in a forthcoming note [25].)

Question 1.12 Are Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.9 true for nongeneric P .X /?

The pairings and co-pairings in Propositions 1.7 and 1.9 are defined for any P .X /

of the form (1-1) (not necessarily generic.) But it is not clear how to establish the
nondegeneracy without using the basis in Theorem 1.2.

1.5 Colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants

Denote by F the quantum filtration of HP . For a colored link L, define

max degq HP .L/Dminfj j Fj HP .L/DHP .L/g;
min degqHP .L/Dmaxfj j Fj�1HP .L/D 0g:
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Definition 1.13 Let P be a generic polynomial of the form (1-1), and let m 2
f1; : : : ;N �1g. For a knot K , coloring it by m gives a colored knot K.m/ . Define

s.m/P .K/D 1
2
.max degq HP .K

.m//Cmin degq HP .K
.m///:

We call s.m/
P
.K/ the m–colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariant of K .

It is clear that, when mD 1 and P .X /DX NC1� .N C 1/X , s.1/
P
.K/ is the sl.N /–

Rasmussen invariant defined in [26, Definition 1.5]. In particular, when N D2, s.1/
P
.K/

is the original Rasmussen invariant [18].

Recently, Lobb [13] proved that, for P .X / D X NC1 � .N C 1/X , s.1/
P
.K/ is a

concordance invariant. It seems that his proof can be generalized to the colored sl.N /–
Rasmussen invariants s.m/

P
.K/ for this special P .X /. But it is still not clear whether

s.m/
P
.K/ is a concordance invariant for a general generic P .X /.

From the results in the previous sections, we have the following corollaries.

Corollary 1.14 Let P .X / and yP .X / be generic polynomials of the form (1-1). If
there are a; b 2C with a¤ 0 such that †. yP /D farCb j r 2†.P /g, then s.m/

P
.K/D

s.m/
yP
.K/ for any knot K .

Proof This follows from Proposition 1.4.

For a knot K , �K is K with reversed orientation, Kmir is the mirror image of K and
xK D�Kmir .

Corollary 1.15 Let P be a generic polynomial of the form (1-1) and m2f1; : : : ;N�1g.
Then, for any knot K ,

s.m/P .K/D s.N�m/
P .K/D s.m/P .�K/D�s.m/P . xK/D�s.m/P .Kmir/:

Proof By Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.9, we have s.m/
P
.K/ D �s.m/

P
. xK/ D

�s.N�m/
P

.Kmir/. Plugging xK into this equation, we get s.m/
P
.K/ D s.N�m/

P
.�K/.

By Corollary 1.5, we have s.N�m/
P

.K/D s.N�m/
P

.�K/. So s.m/
P
.K/D s.N�m/

P
.K/.

Finally, plugging Kmir into this equation, we get s.m/
P
.Kmir/D s.N�m/

P
.Kmir/.

Recall that K is positively amphicheiral if KDKmir and K is negatively amphicheiral
if K D xK . K is called chiral if it is neither positively amphicheiral nor negatively
amphicheiral.
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Corollary 1.16 If K is (positively or negatively) amphicheiral, then s.m/
P
.K/D 0 for

any generic polynomial P of the form (1-1) and any m 2 f1; : : : ;N � 1g.

Proof This follows from Corollary 1.15.

The colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants also provide new bounds for the slice genus
and self linking number. The following is yet another generalization of Rasmussen’s
genus bound [18, Theorem 1].

Theorem 1.17 Let P be a generic polynomial of the form (1-1), and m2f1; : : : ;N�1g.
Then, for any knot K ,

js.m/P .K/j � 2m.N �m/g�.K/;

where g�.K/ is the smooth slice genus of K .

Recall that, for a closed braid B of n strands with writhe w , the self linking number
of B is defined to be SL.B/Dw�n. This is a classical invariant for transversal links
in the standard contact S3 . (See for example Bennequin [2].) Given a link L, the
maximal self linking number of L is defined to be

SL.L/DmaxfSL.B/ j B is a closed braid representing Lg:
The colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants provide new bounds for the maximal self link-
ing number, which generalize Plamenevskaya [17, Proposition 4] and Shumakovitch [21,
Lemma 1.C].

Theorem 1.18 Let P be a generic polynomial of the form (1-1), and m2f1; : : : ;N�1g.
Then, for any knot K ,

s.m/P .K/�m.N �m/.SL.K/C 1/:

Corollary 1.19 (1) A knot K is chiral if SL.K/� 0.

(2) Quasipositive amphicheiral knots are smoothly slice.

Proof Part (1) follows from Corollary 1.16 and Theorem 1.18. To prove Part (2),
assume K is a quasipositive amphicheiral knot. By Theorem 1.17 and Theorem 1.18,
we have SL.K/C 1 � s.m/

P
.K/=.m.N �m// � 2g�.K/, where P is any generic

polynomial of the form (1-1). Since K is quasipositive, by [19, Corollary in Section 3],
we know that SL.K/C 1D 2g�.K/. Since K is amphicheiral, by Corollary 1.16, we
have s.m/

P
.K/D 0. Putting everything together, we get that g�.K/D 0.
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Remark 1.20 The Seifert genus of a strongly quasipositive knot is equal to its smooth
slice genus. So Part (2) of Corollary 1.19 implies that the unknot is the only strongly
quasipositive amphicheiral knot. This and similar results have been proved by a variety
of methods. See for example Rudolph [20] for a brief historical review of these results.

1.6 Organization of the paper

We assume the reader is somewhat familiar with the techniques used in [22; 24]. Most
basic notation and definitions in this paper are taken from [22; 24]. For the convenience
of the reader, we summarize in Section 2 the notation and conventions used in the
present paper.

In Section 3, we study linear changes of P .X / and prove Proposition 1.4 and Corollary
1.5. Then, in Sections 4–6, we generalize Gornik’s method to construct a basis for each
generic deformation of the colored sl.N /–homology and prove Theorem 1.2. After
that, we establish nondegenerate pairings and co-pairings and prove Proposition 1.7
and Proposition 1.9 in Section 7. Finally, we establish the bounds for the slice genus
and the self linking number in Section 8.

Acknowledgements I would like to thank the referee for many helpful suggestions.

2 Notation and conventions

2.1 Basics

Throughout this paper, N is a fixed integer greater than or equal to 2.

All links in this paper are oriented and colored. That is, every component of the link is
assigned an orientation and an element of f0; 1; : : : ;N g, which we call the color of
this component. A link that is completely colored by 1 is called uncolored.

Unless otherwise specified, P is a generic polynomial of the form (1-1). Denote by
†.P / the set of roots of P 0 , which is a set of N distinct complex numbers, and by
P.†.P // the set of subsets of †.P /. If P is clear from the context, we drop it from
the notation and just write † and P.†/.

2.2 Matrix factorizations

Filtered matrix factorizations are defined in [24, Definition 9.1]. A morphism of filtered
matrix factorizations over a graded ring R is a homomorphism of the underlying R–
module that preserves the filtration and commutes with the differentials of the matrix
factorizations.
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For a matrix factorization M over R and r 2R, m.r/W M !M is the endomorphism
of M given by the multiplication of r .

We use two-column matrices of the form0BBB@
a1 b1

a2 b2
:::

:::
ak bk

1CCCA
R

to represent Koszul matrix factorizations. (See [22, Definition 2.3].)

2.3 The chain complex associated to a knotted MOY graph

Knotted MOY graphs are defined in [22, Definitions 5.1 and 11.1]. Note that colored
link diagrams and embedded MOY graphs [22, Definition 5.1] are knotted MOY
graphs. In the present paper, edges of knotted MOY graphs are colored by elements of
f0; 1; : : : ;N g.
To define and compute the homology of a knotted MOY graph, one needs to put a
marking on the knotted MOY graph. See [22, Definitions 5.3 and 11.2] for the definition
of markings.

Let D be a knotted MOY graph. We denote by CP .D/ the chain complex given
in [24, Theorem 1.2]. That is, in the notation of [24], P D �.f / and CP .D/ D
Cf;�.D/D$.Cf .D//. HP .D/ is the homology of CP .D/ as defined in [24, Section
1.2]. CP .D/ has a homological grading and a quantum filtration, both of which are
inherited by HP .D/. We denote by kkk the shifting of the homological grading up
by k (as given in [22, Definition 2.33]) and by fF.q/g the shifting of quantum filtration
up by F.q/ (as given in [22, Section 2.1].)

Note that, in [24], I mostly dealt with the equivariant link homology Hf . In the present
paper, whenever I cite a result from [24] about Hf and apply it to the deformed link
homology HP , it should be understood that the functor $ is applied to that result to
change it into a result about HP .

2.4 Symmetric polynomials

An alphabet is a set of finitely many homogeneous indeterminates of degree 2. (Note
that, the degree of a polynomial in this paper is twice its usual degree.) We denote
alphabets by A; B; : : : ; X; Y . Of course, we avoid using letters C; N; Q; R; Z
to represent alphabets. For an alphabet X D fx1; : : : ;xmg, denote by Sym.X/ the
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graded ring of symmetric polynomials over C in XD fx1; : : : ;xmg. (Again, note that
our grading of Sym.X/ is twice the usual grading.) We use following notation for the
elementary symmetric polynomials in X:

Xk D

8̂<̂
:
P

1�i1<i2<���<ik�m xi1
xi2
� � �xik

if 1� k �m;

1 if k D 0;

0 if k < 0 or k >m;

pk.X/D
(Pm

iD1 xk
i if k � 0;

0 if k < 0;

hk.X/D

8̂<̂
:
P

1�i1�i2�����ik�m xi1
xi2
� � �xik

if k > 0;

1 if k D 0;

0 if k < 0:

Note Xk , pk.X/ and hk.X/ are homogeneous elements of Sym.X/ is degree 2k .

For a polynomial P .X / of the form (1-1), we define

P .X/ WD
mX

iD1

P .xi/D pNC1.X/C
NX

kD1

.�1/k
N C 1

N C 1� k
bkpNC1�k.X/:

A partition � D .�1 � � � � � �m/ is a finite nonincreasing sequence of nonnegative
integers. We denote by ƒm;n the set of partitions

ƒm;n D f.�1 � � � � � �m/ j �1 � ng:
For an alphabet of m indeterminates and a partition �D .�1 � � � � � �m/, we denote
by S�.˙X/ the Schur polynomial in ˙X associated to the partition �, which is a
generalization of Xk and hk.X/. (See [22, Section 4.2].)

Given a collection fX1; : : : ;Xlg of pairwise disjoint alphabets, we let Sym.X1j � � � jXl/

denote the ring of polynomials in X1[� � �[Xl over C that are symmetric in each Xi ,
which is a graded-free Sym.X1[ � � � [Xl/–module. Clearly,

Sym.X1j � � � jXl/Š Sym.X1/˝C � � � ˝C Sym.Xl/:

S�.˙X1˙ � � � ˙Xl/ is the Schur polynomial in ˙X1˙ � � � ˙Xl associated to the
partition � as defined by Lascoux [11]. Let �1; : : : ; �l be sets of complex numbers
such that j�i j D jXi j, i D 1; : : : ; l . Then S�.˙�1˙ � � � ˙�l/ is defined to be the
valuation S�.˙X1˙ � � �˙Xl/jXiD�i ; iD1;:::;l . Sometimes, we only valuate some of
the alphabets, which gives a polynomial that is symmetric in each of the remaining
alphabets.
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3 Changing P.X/

In this section, we study the effects of certain simple changes of the potential on
matrix factorizations and link homology. The goal is to prove Proposition 1.4 and
Corollary 1.5.

3.1 Scaling the potential of a matrix factorization

Let R D CŒX1; : : : ;Xm�, where X1; : : : ;Xm are homogeneous indeterminates of
positive degrees, and ID .X1; : : : ;Xm/ the maximal homogeneous ideal of R. Assume
that w is an element of I with degw � 2N C 2. (See our degree convention in
Section 2.4.)

Lemma 3.1 For any a 2 C n f0g, there is a fully faithful functor FaW HMFR;w !
HMFR;a2w that preserves the Z2 –grading and the quantum filtration on HomHMF . In
particular, Fa restricts to a fully faithful functor FaW hmfR;w! hmfR;a2w .

For every object M of HMFR;w , there is an isomorphism

H.M IR/ gM;a���!H.Fa.M /IR/
preserving both the Z2 –grading and the quantum filtration. gM;a is natural in the sense
that, for every morphisms f W M !M 0 of HMFR;w preserving the Z2 –grading, the
square

H.M IR/ gM;a //

f

��

H.Fa.M /IR/
Fa.f /

��
H.M 0IR/ gM 0;a // H.Fa.M

0/IR/
commutes.

Moreover, Fa induces a functor FaW hChb.hmfR;w/! hChb.hmfR;a2w/. We have

(3-1) H.OIR/ŠH.Fa.O/IR/
for every object O of hChb.hmfR;w/.

Proof Let M be an object of HMFR;w given by

M0

d0�!M1

d1�!M0:

Define Fa.M / to be the object of HMFR;a2w given by

M0

a�d0���!M1

a�d1���!M0:
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Let M;M 0 be objects of HMFR;w and f W M !M 0 an R–module homomorphism.
It is clear that f is a morphism from M to M 0 if and only if it is a morphism
from Fa.M / to Fa.M

0/. Moreover, if f is a morphism from M to M 0 , then it is
homotopic to 0 as a morphism from M to M 0 if and only if it is homotopic to 0 as a
morphism from Fa.M / to Fa.M

0/. So the morphisms of HMFR;w and HMFR;a2w

are identical. Now for every morphism f in HMFR;w , define Fa.f / D f , where
the right hand side is considered a morphism in HMFR;a2w . This makes Fa a fully
faithful functor. It is easy to see that Fa preserves the Z2 –grading and the quantum
filtration on HomHMF .

Let M be as above. Recall that H.M IR/ is the homology of

M=I �M DM0=I �M0

d0�!M1=I �M1

d0�!M0=I �M 00
0 :

Now, instead of considering M=I �M a Z2 –graded chain complex, we consider it a
Z–graded chain complex of period 2. That is, we consider the chain complex .C�; d�/
given by C2n DM0=I �M0 , C2nC1 DM1=I �M1 , d2n D d0 and d2nC1 D d1 . Then
H.M IR/DH0.C�/˚H1.C�/.

If we do that same to Fa.M /=I �Fa.M /, then we get the chain complex .C�; a � d�/.
Define a chain map gM;aW .C�; d�/! .C�; a �d�/ by g.x/D anx for all x 2Cn . This
is a chain isomorphism preserving both the Z–grading and the quantum filtration and,
therefore, induces an isomorphism gM;aW H.M IR/!H.Fa.M /IR/ that preserves
the Z2 –grading and the quantum filtration.

Any morphism f W M ! M 0 that preserves the Z2 –grading induces a chain map
f W .C�; d�/! .C 0�; d

0
�/ preserving the Z–grading, where .C 0�; d

0
�/ is the chain com-

plex obtained from M 0=I �M 0 . It is easy to see that the square of chain maps

.C�; d�/
gM;a //

f
��

.C�; a � d�/
fDFa.f /

��
.C 0�; d

0
�/

gM 0;a // .C 0�; a � d 0�/
commutes. This induces the commutative square

H.M IR/ gM;a //

f
��

H.Fa.M /IR/
Fa.f /

��
H.M 0IR/ gM 0;a // H.Fa.M

0/IR/:
And the naturality of gM;a follows.

Finally, the isomorphism (3-1) follows easily from the naturality of gM;a .
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Corollary 3.2 Suppose that a 2C n f0g and P .X / is a polynomial of the form (1-1),
not necessarily generic. Then HP .D/ Š Ha2�P .D/ for any knotted MOY graph D ,
where the isomorphism preserves the quantum filtration and the homological grading.

Proof Recall that, for each MOY graph � , CP .�/ is a Koszul matrix factorization of
the form 0BBB@

f1;0; f1;1

f2;0; f2;1
:::

:::
fk;0; fk;1

1CCCA
R

;

where the base ring R is the tensor product over C of the symmetric polynomial rings
of all the alphabets marking � , and fj ;" 2 R. By definition, it is easy to see that
Ca2�P .�/ is the Koszul matrix factorization0BBB@

a2 �f1;0; f1;1

a2 �f2;0; f2;1
:::

:::
a2 �fk;0; fk;1

1CCCA
R

:

Using the morphisms  and  0 defined in [10, Section 2.2], or more generally, in [22,
Proposition 7.12], we have that

Ca2�P .�/D

0BBB@
a2 �f1;0; f1;1

a2 �f2;0; f2;1
:::

:::
a2 �fk;0; fk;1

1CCCA
R

Š

0BBB@
a �f1;0; a �f1;1

a �f2;0; a �f2;1
:::

:::
a �fk;0; a �fk;1

1CCCA
R

D Fa.CP .�//:

Thus, for any knotted MOY graph D , the chain complexes Ca2�P .D/ and Fa.CP .D//

have isomorphic terms. By the definition of the differential map of CP .D/, especially
[22, Lemma 11.11], it follows that Ca2�P .D/Š Fa.CP .D// as objects of hChb.hmf/.
Then, by isomorphism (3-1), we have

Ha2�P .D/ŠH.Fa.CP .D//IR/ŠHP .D/:

3.2 Orientation reversal

We can now prove Corollary 1.5. In fact, we prove a slightly more general corollary:

Corollary 3.3 Suppose that P .X / is a polynomial of the form (1-1), not necessarily
generic. For a knotted MOY graph D , denote by �D the knotted MOY graph obtained
by reversing the orientation of every edge of D . Then HP .D/ŠHP .�D/, where the
isomorphism preserves the quantum filtration and the homological grading.
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Proof Let � be a complete resolution of D . Then �� is a complete resolution
of �D . Recall that CP .�/ is a Koszul matrix factorization of the form0BBB@

f1;0; f1;1

f2;0; f2;1
:::

:::
fk;0; fk;1

1CCCA
R

:

By definition, it is easy to see that CP .��/ is the Koszul matrix factorization0BBB@
f1;0; �f1;1

f2;0; �f2;1
:::

:::
fk;0; �fk;1

1CCCA
R

:

So, by [22, Proposition 7.12],

CP .��/Š

0BBB@
f1;0; �f1;1

f2;0; �f2;1
:::

:::
fk;0; �fk;1

1CCCA
R

Š

0BBB@
p�1 �f1;0;

p�1 �f1;1p�1 �f2;0;
p�1 �f2;1

:::
:::p�1 �fk;0;

p�1 �fk;1

1CCCA
R

D Fp
�1
.CP .�//:

This shows that, for any D , the chain complexes CP .�D/ and Fp
�1
.CP .D// have

isomorphic terms. By the definition of the differential map of CP .D/, especially [22,
Lemma 11.11], it follows that CP .�D/ Š Fp

�1
.CP .D// as objects of hChb.hmf/.

Then, by isomorphism (3-1), we have

HP .�D/ŠH.Fp
�1
.CP .D//IR/ŠHP .D/:

3.3 Linear change of roots

In this section, we study the effects of linear substitutions of variables and prove
Proposition 1.4.

Lemma 3.4 Let XD fx1; : : : ;xmg, Y D fy1; : : : ;ymg, yXD fyx1; : : : ; yxmg and yY D
fyy1; : : : ; yymg be four disjoint alphabets of m indeterminates. Define  to be the ring
isomorphism  W CŒyX; yY �! CŒX;Y � given by  .yxi/ D axi C b ,  .yyi/ D ayi C b ,
where a; b2C and a¤0. Denote by Xi , Yi , yXi and yYi the i –th elementary symmetric
polynomials in X, Y , yX and yY . Then  . yXi� yYi/D ai.Xi�Yi/C

Pi�1
jD1.Xj�Yj / �gj ,

where each gj is an element of CŒX1; : : : ;Xi�1;Y1; : : : ;Yi�1� with total degree at
most 2i � 2j � 2. (Recall that each of xj and yj has degree 2.)
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Proof Note that

 . yXi/D aiXiCfm;a;b.X1; : : : ;Xi�1/ and  . yYi/D aiYiCfm;a;b.Y1; : : : ;Yi�1/;

where fm;a;b.X1; : : : ;Xi�1/ 2CŒXi�1; : : : ;X1� has total degree at most 2i � 2. For
1� j � i � 1 define

gjD
fm;a;b.Y1;:::;Yj�1;Xj ;XjC1;:::;Xi�1/�fm;a;b.Y1;:::;Yj�1;Yj ;XjC1;:::;Xi�1/

Xj�Yj
:

Then g1; : : : ;gi�1 satisfy all the requirements in the lemma.

Proposition 3.5 Let yP .X / be a polynomial of the form (1-1), not necessarily generic.
Define P .X / D yP .aX C b/, where a; b 2 C and a ¤ 0. Then HP .D/ Š H yP .D/

for any knotted MOY graph D , where the isomorphism preserves both the quantum
filtration and the homological grading.

Proof We first consider embedded MOY graphs. Let v be a vertex in a MOY graph.
We give two markings of a neighborhood � of v as in Figure 1. Recall that we have

I

i1

X1

K

i2

X2 � � �
�

ik

Xk

v

�
j1

Y1

�
j2

Y2

� � �I jl

Yl

I

i1

OX1

K

i2

OX2 � � �
�

ik

OXk

v

�
j1OY1

�
j2OY2

� � �I jlOYl

Figure 1

i1C i2C � � �C ik D j1C j2C � � �C jl ,m. Define

RD Sym.X1j � � � jXk jY1j � � � jYl/;

yRD Sym.yX1j � � � j yXk j yY1j � � � j yYl/:

Write XDX1[ � � � [Xk ;

Y D Y1[ � � � [Yl ;

yXD yX1[ � � � [ yXk ;

yY D yY1[ � � � [ yYl :
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Denote by Xi , Yi , yXi and yYi the i –th elementary symmetric polynomials in X, Y ,
yX and yY . Then

CP .�/D

0BB@
� X1�Y1

� X2�Y2
:::

:::
� Xm�Ym

1CCA
R

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g;

C yP .�/D

0BBB@
� yX1� yY1

� yX2� yY2
:::

:::
� yXm� yYm

1CCCA
yR

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g:

Using the isomorphism  in Lemma 3.4, C yP .�/ can be viewed as a R–module and,
therefore, a matrix factorization over R with potential

 . yP .yX/� yP .yY //D P .X/�P .Y /:

In fact, as a matrix factorization over R, C yP .�/ is the filtered Koszul matrix factoriza-
tion

C yP .�/D

0BBB@
�  . yX1� yY1/

�  . yX2� yY2/
:::

:::
�  . yXm� yYm/

1CCCA
R

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g:

By Lemma 3.4 and [26, Corollary 2.15], we have

C yP .�/Š

0BB@
� a.X1�Y1/

� a2.X2�Y2/
:::

:::
� am.Xm�Ym/

1CCA
R

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g:

Then, by [22, Proposition 7.12],

C yP .�/Š

0BB@
� X1�Y1

� X2�Y2
:::

:::
� Xm�Ym

1CCA
R

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g:

Finally, by (the filtered version of) [8, Theorem 2.1], we have C yP .�/ Š CP .�/ as
filtered matrix factorizations over R. By [24, Definitions 3.4 and 9.2], this implies that,
for any embedded MOY graph � ,

(3-2) C yP .�/Š CP .�/:
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The above shows that, for any knotted MOY graph D , the chain complexes C yP .D/

and CP .D/ have isomorphic terms (as filtered matrix factorizations.) Note that any
morphism on C yP .�/ can be pulled back to CP .�/ via the isomorphism in (3-2). By the
definition of the differential map of CP .D/, especially [22, Lemma 11.11], it follows
that C yP .D/ŠCP .D/ as objects of hChb.hmfR;w/. Therefore, H yP .D/ŠHP .D/.

Next we prove the following slight generalization of Proposition 1.4.

Proposition 3.6 Let P .X / and yP .X / be generic polynomials of the form (1-1).
If there are a; b 2 C with a ¤ 0 such that †. yP / D far C b j r 2 †.P /g, then
HP .D/ŠH yP .D/ for any knotted MOY graph D , where the isomorphism preserves
both the quantum filtration and the homological grading.

Proof Suppose †.P /D fr1; : : : ; rN g. Then

P .X /D .N C 1/

Z X

0

.t � r1/ � � � .t � rN / dt

yP .X /D .N C 1/

Z X

0

.t � ar1� b/ � � � .t � arN � b/ dt:and

So yP .aX C b/D aNC1P .X /C c , where c is a constant.

By Proposition 3.5, we have H yP .D/ŠHaNC1P.X /Cc.D/. It is clear that changing c

does not change the homology. So H yP .D/ŠHaNC1P.X /.D/. It then follows from
Corollary 3.2 that H yP .D/ŠHP .D/.

4 A basis for generic deformations of the graph homology

Gornik’s construction of the basis for generic deformations of the uncolored sl.N /–
homology in [6] is essentially based on the classical Lagrange interpolation for single
variable polynomials. We generalize Gornik’s construction to the colored situation using
the interpolation formula for symmetric polynomials given by Chen and Louck [5],
which generalize the classical Lagrange interpolation. In this section, we construct a
basis for generic deformations of the graph homology. A basis for generically deformed
link homology will be constructed in Section 6 using the results from this section and
next section.
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4.1 The Chen–Louck interpolation formula

In this section, we review the interpolation formula for symmetric polynomials given
by Chen and Louck [5], which plays a central role in our construction.

Recall that an alphabet XD fx1; : : : ;xmg is a finite collection of homogeneous inde-
terminates of degree 2. (That is, our degree convention is twice the usual degree.) For
a monomial f D x

k1

1
� � �xkm

m , the partial degree of f in xi is 2ki . For a polynomial
f 2 CŒx1; : : : ;xm�, its partial degree in xi is the maximal partial degree in xi of
its monomials. If f .X/ is a symmetric polynomial in X over C , and � a set of m

complex numbers, then f .�/D f .X/jXD� is well defined. The following is the main
theorem of [5].

Theorem 4.1 [5, Theorem 2.1] Suppose that 1�m�N . Let X be an alphabet of
m indeterminates and † a set of N distinct complex numbers. Assume that f .X/ is
a symmetric polynomial in X over C and that its partial degrees are all less than or
equal to 2.N �m/. Then

f .X/D
X

��†; j�jDm

f .�/
Y

x2X; r2†n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2†n�

.s� r/:

It is clear that the above theorem becomes the classical Lagrange interpolation if mD 1.

4.2 Homology of a colored circle

Recall that S� is the Schur polynomial associated to the partition �. In particular,
hk D Sk is the k –th complete symmetric polynomial. As in [22], define

�m;n D .n� � � � � n„ ƒ‚ …
m parts

/;

ƒm;n D f�D .�1 � � � � � �m/ j �m � 0; �1 � ng:
Recall that, for an alphabet X, we denote by Sym.X/ the ring of symmetric polynomials
over C in X. More generally, given a collection fX1; : : : ;Xlg of pairwise disjoint
alphabets, we denote by Sym.X1j � � � jXl/ the ring of polynomials in X1 [ � � � [Xl

over C that are symmetric in each Xi .

Proposition 4.2 Suppose that 1�m�N . Let X be an alphabet of m indeterminates
and † an unordered tuple of N complex numbers. Then

RD Sym.X/=.hNC1�m.X�†/; hNC2�m.X�†/; : : : ; hN .X�†//
is
�
N
m

�
–dimensional over C .
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Moreover, fS�.X/ j � 2ƒm;N�mg and fS�.X�†/ j � 2ƒm;N�mg are two C–linear
bases for R. And there is a C–linear map �†W R!C satisfying

(4-1) �†.S�.X/ �S�.X�†//D
(

1 if �D �c ;

0 if �¤ �c ;

where �c D .N �m��m; : : : ;N �m��1/ for �D .�1 � � � � � �m/ 2ƒm;N�m .

Proof Let BD fˇ1; : : : ; ˇN g be an alphabet with N indeterminates disjoint from X.
Then, by [24, Theorem 2.10], the quotient ring

yR WD Sym.XjB/=.hN .X�B/; hN�1.X�B/; : : : ; hNC1�m.X�B//

is a graded-free Sym.B/–module. The sets fS�.X/ j � 2ƒm;N�mg and fS�.X�B/ j
� 2ƒm;N�mg are two homogeneous bases for the Sym.B/–module yR. In particular,
yRŠSym.B/f�N

m

�g as Sym.B/–modules. Moreover, there is a unique Sym.B/–module
homomorphism �W yR! Sym.B/ such that, for �;� 2ƒm;N�m ,

(4-2) �.S�.X/ �S�.X�B//D
(

1 if �D �c ;

0 if �¤ �c :

Write †D fr1; : : : ; rN g. Consider the diagram

yR
�

��

y� // RŠ yR=.ˇ1� r1; : : : ; ˇN � rN /

�†

���
�
�

Sym.B/ � // C Š Sym.B/=.ˇ1� r1; : : : ; ˇN � rN /

where y� and � are the standard quotient maps. Since � is Sym.B/–linear, it induces
a C–linear map �†W R! C , which make the above diagram commutative. Since
fS�.X/ j � 2 ƒm;N�mg and fS�.X � B/ j � 2 ƒm;N�mg are two bases for the
Sym.B/–module yR, we know that each of fS�.X/D y�.S�.X// j � 2ƒm;N�mg and
fS�.X �†/ D y�.S�.X � B// j � 2 ƒm;N�mg spans R over C . Using the above
commutative diagram and Equation (4-2), it easy to check that Equation (4-1) is true.
This implies that each of fS�.X/ j � 2ƒm;N�mg and fS�.X�†/ j � 2ƒm;N�mg is
linearly independent and, therefore, a basis for R.

Recall that, for a commutative ring R and a1; : : : ; ak 2R, the sequence fa1; : : : ; akg
is called R–regular if a1 is not a zero divisor in R and aj is not a zero divisor in
R=.a1; : : : ; aj�1/ for j D 2; : : : ; k .
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Lemma 4.3 Suppose that 1�m�N . Let X be an alphabet of m indeterminates and
† an unordered tuple of N complex numbers. Then fhN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ;
hNC1�m.X�†/g is Sym.X/–regular.

Proof By [22, Proposition 6.2], we know that fhN .X/; hN�1.X/; : : : ; hNC1�m.X/g
is Sym.X/–regular. Note that

hm.X�†/D hm.X/C
m�1X
kD0

hk.X/hm�k.�†/:

We prove by induction that fhN .X � †/; hN�1.X � †/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X � †/g is
Sym.X/–regular for 1� k �m. When k D 1, this statement is trivially true. Assume
fhN .X �†/; hN�1.X �†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X �†/g is Sym.X/–regular for a given
1� k �m� 1.

Consider the sequence

fhN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†/; hN�k.X�†/g:
To prove this sequence is Sym.X/–regular, we only need to show that hN�k.X�†/
is not a zero divisor in Sym.X/=.hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†//.
Suppose that hN�k.X�†/ is a zero divisor in this quotient ring. Then there is a
g 2 Sym.X/, such that

(i) g … .hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†//,
(ii) g � hN�k.X�†/ 2 .hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†//,

(iii) deg g is minimal among elements of Sym.X/ satisfying (i) and (ii).

Consider the set

G D
�
.g1; : : : ;gk/

ˇ̌̌
gj 2 Sym.X/ 8j ;

kX
jD1

gj hNC1�j .X�†/D ghN�k.X�†/
�
:

Define a positive integer-valued function ıW G! ZC by

ı.g1; : : : ;gk/Dmaxfdeg gj C 2.N C 1� j / j j D 1; : : : ; kg:
(Keep in mind that our degree is twice the usual degree.) Let ı0 be the minimal value
of ı . It is clear that ı0 � deg gC 2.N � k/. We claim that

(4-3) ı0 D deg gC 2.N � k/:
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We prove Equation (4-3) by contradiction. Assume that ı0 > deg gC 2.N � k/. Let
Gı0
Df.g1; : : : ;gk/2G j ı.g1; : : : ;gk/D ı0g. Define a function | W Gı0

!f1; : : : ; kg
by

|.g1; : : : ;gk/Dmaxfj j deg gj C 2.N C 1� j /D ı0g:
Let |0 be the minimal value of | . Choose .g1; : : : ;gk/ 2Gı0

so |.g1; : : : ;gk/D |0 .

If |0 D 1, let gtop
1

be the homogeneous part of g1 of degree ı0� 2N . Then gtop
1
¤ 0,

deg gj hNC1�j .X�†/ < ı0 and deg ghN�k.X�†/ < ı0 . Comparing the homoge-
neous parts of degree ı0 of both sides of

(4-4)
kX

jD1

gj hNC1�j .X�†/D ghN�k.X�†/;

we get that gtop
1

hN .X/D 0. This is a contradiction.

If |0 > 1, let gtop
j be the homogeneous part of gj of degree ı0 � 2.N C 1� j / for

j D 1; : : : ; |0 . Then gtop
|0
¤ 0. Comparing the homogeneous parts of degree ı0 of

both sides of Equation (4-4), we get

|0X
jD1

gtop
j hNC1�j .X/D 0:

But fhN .X/; hN�1.X/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X/g is Sym.X/–regular, this implies that gtop
|0
2

.hN .X/; : : : ; hNC2�|0
.X//. So

gtop
|0
D
|0�1X
jD1

fj hNC1�j .X/;

where fj 2 Sym.X/ is homogeneous of degree ı0�2.N C1�|0/�2.N C1�j /. So

g|0
D .g|0

�gtop
|0
/Cgtop

|0

D .g|0
�gtop

|0
/C

|0�1X
jD1

fj hNC1�j .X/

D .g|0
�gtop

|0
/C

|0�1X
jD1

fj .hNC1�j .X/� hNC1�j .X�†//

C
|0�1X
jD1

fj hNC1�j .X�†/:
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Define ygj 2 Sym.X/ by

ygj D

8̂<̂
:

gj Cfj hNC1�|0
.X�†/ if j < |0;

.g|0
�gtop

|0
/CP|0�1

jD1
fj .hNC1�j .X/� hNC1�j .X�†// if j D |0;

gj if j > |0:

Then it is straightforward to check that .yg1; : : : ; ygk/ 2 G , ı.yg1; : : : ; ygk/ � ı0 and
|.yg1; : : : ; ygk/ < |0 . This is a contradiction. Therefore Equation (4-3) is true.

Now pick a .g1; : : : ;gk/ 2 Gı0
. Let gtop be the homogeneous part of g of degree

deg gDı0�2.N�k/, and gtop
j the homogeneous part of gj of degree ı0�2.NC1�j /

for j D 1; : : : ; k . Comparing the homogeneous parts of degree ı0 on both sides of
Equation (4-4), one can see that

kX
jD1

gtop
j hNC1�j .X/D gtophN�k.X/:

But fhN .X/; hN�1.X/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X/g is Sym.X/–regular, this implies that gtop 2
.hN .X/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X//. So

gtop D
kX

jD1

zfj hNC1�j .X/;

where zfj 2 Sym.X/ is homogeneous of degree deg g� 2.N C 1� j /. Thus,

g D .g�gtop/Cgtop

D .g�gtop/C
kX

jD1

zfj hNC1�j .X/

D .g�gtop/C
kX

jD1

zfj .hNC1�j .X/� hNC1�j .X�†//C
kX

jD1

zfj hNC1�j .X�†/:

So

zg WDg�
kX

jD1

zfj hNC1�j .X�†/D .g�gtop/C
kX

jD1

zfj .hNC1�j .X/�hNC1�j .X�†//

also satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) above and deg zg < deg g . This is a contradiction.
So hN�k.X�†/ is not a zero divisor in

Sym.X/=.hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†//:
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Therefore, the sequence

fhN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�k.X�†/; hN�k.X�†/g
is Sym.X/–regular. This completes the induction.

Proposition 4.4 Suppose that P .X / is a polynomial of the form (1-1), not necessarily
generic. Denote by †.P / the unordered tuple of the N roots of P 0.X /, counting
multiplicity. For 1�m�N , let m be the circle colored by m with a single marked
point in Figure 2.

m X

Figure 2

Then, as a filtered Sym.X/–module,

HP .m/

Š Sym.X/=�
hN .X�†.P //; hN�1.X�†.P //; : : : ; hNC1�m.X�†.P //

�fq�m.N�m/g hmi ;
where X is an alphabet of m indeterminates.

Proof By definition,

CP .m/D
0@U1 0
:::

:::
Um 0

1A
Sym.X/

;

where Uj D @
@Xj

P .X/ and Xj is the j –th elementary symmetric polynomial in X.
By [24, Lemma 2.9], we know Uj D .�1/jC1.N C 1/hNC1�j .X � †.P //. The
proposition then follows from Lemma 4.3 and [9, Corollary 2]. (See [26, Proposition
2.16] for the filtered version of [9, Corollary 2] and [22, Corollary 2.25] for the
grading/filtration shifting rules.)

4.3 The ring xR� associated to a closed abstract MOY graph �

In the remainder of this section, we fix a generic polynomial P .X / of the form (1-1).
Denote by †D†.P /D fr1; : : : ; rN g the set of roots of P 0.X /.
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Let � be a closed abstract MOY graph with a marking, and X;Y ; : : : ;A the alphabets
assigned to all the marked points on � . Set R� D Sym.XjY j : : : jA/.
If a component  of � is a circle of color m with a single marked point assigned the
alphabet Xk , then define I to be the ideal of R� as follows:

I D
�
hN .Xk �†/; hN�1.Xk �†/; : : : ; hNC1�m.Xk �†/

�
Let y� be � with all circles with a single marked point removed. Cut y� at all the
marked points. This gives us a set of simple abstract MOY graphs �1; : : : ; �n , each
of which is a neighborhood of a vertex of � of valence at least 2. (If there are more
than one marked points on an edge, we consider the arc between two adjacent marked
points a neighborhood of an additional vertex of valence 2.)

Let �p in Figure 3 be one of these neighborhoods. Note that i1 C i2 C � � � C ik D
j1C j2C � � �C jl ,m. Define

R�p
D Sym.X1j : : : jXk jY1j : : : jYl/:

i1

X1
i2

X2 � � � ik

Xk

j1

Y1

j2

Y2

� � � jl

Yl

Figure 3: �p

Denote by zXj the j –th elementary symmetric polynomial in X1 [ � � � [Xk and by
zYj the j –th elementary symmetric polynomial in Y1[ � � � [Yl . Then

P .X1[ � � � [Xk/D P . zX1; : : : ; zXm/;

P .Y1[ � � � [Yl/D P . zY1; : : : ; zYm/:

The matrix factorization associated to �p is

CP .�p/D

0BBB@
U1

zX1� zY1

U2
zX2� zY2

:::
:::

Um
zXm� zYm

1CCCA
R�p

fq�
P

1�s<t�k isit g;

Uj D
P . zY1; : : : ; zYj�1; zXj ; : : : ; zXm/�P . zY1; : : : ; zYj ; zXjC1; : : : ; zXm/

zXj � zYj

;where
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and the potential of CP .�p/ is
Pm

jD1.
zXj� zYj /UjDP .X1[� � �[Xk/�P .Y1[� � �[Yl/.

Let I�p
be the ideal

I�p
D . zX1� zY1; : : : ; zXm� zYm;U1; : : : ;Um/

of R� .

Definition 4.5 Define

I� D
nX

pD1

I�p
C
X


I;

where  runs through all circles in � with a single marked point.

The ring xR� is defined to be xR� DR�=I� . (Compare to [6, Definition 2.2].)

Lemma 4.6 Let � , R� and xR� be as above.

(i) The action of R� on HP .�/ factors through xR� .

(ii) Let X be an alphabet of m indeterminates assigned to a marked point on � .
Then, as elements of xR� ,

hN .X�†/D hN�1.X�†/D � � � D hNC1�m.X�†/D 0:

(iii) Up to a natural isomorphism, xR� does not depend on the choice of marking.

Proof Part (i) follows from [9, Proposition 2].

It is easy to see that Part (ii) is true if X is the single alphabet on a circle colored by m.
Otherwise, assume that X is at one of the end points of �p above. Note that

mX
jD1

. zXj � zYj /Uj D P .X1[ � � � [Xk/�P .Y1[ � � � [Yl/D˙P .X/C�;

where � is independent of X. Denote by Xk the k –th elementary symmetric polyno-
mial in X. By [24, Lemma 2.9],

hNC1�k.X�†/D
.�1/kC1

.N C 1/

@

@Xk

P .X/

D˙ 1

.N C 1/

mX
jD1

.Uj
@

@Xk

. zXj � zYj /C . zXj � zYj /
@

@Xk

Uj / 2 I�p
:

This proves Part (ii).

It is now easy to check that adding/removing a marked point does not change the
ring xR� , which implies Part (iii).
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4.4 States of a closed abstract MOY graph

In this section, � is again a closed abstract MOY graph. Denote by E.�/ the set of
edges of � . We put exactly one marked point on each edge e of � and denote by Xe

the alphabet assigned to this marked point. Recall that P.†/ is the power set of †.

Definition 4.7 A prestate ' of � is a function 'W E.�/! P.†/ such that j'.e/j is
equal to the color of e . We denote by S 0.�/ the set of all prestates of � .

Let v be a vertex of � of the form in Figure 4. We say that a prestate ' is admissible
at v if

(1) '.e1/; : : : ; '.ek/ are pairwise disjoint,

(2) '.e0
1
/; : : : ; '.e0

l
/ are pairwise disjoint,

(3) '.e1/[ � � � ['.ek/D '.e01/[ � � � ['.e0l/.

e1 e2 � � � ek

v

e0
1

e0
2

� � �
e0

l

Figure 4

A prestate of � is called a state of � if it is admissible at every vertex of � . We denote
by S.�/ the set of all states of � .

The goal of this section is to establish the decomposition of the ring xR� in Theorem 4.13.
We start with the following technical lemma.

Lemma 4.8 Suppose that 1 �m �N and � is a subset of † with j�j Dm. Then
hk.��†/D 0 for all k >N �m.

Proof Recall that
1X

kD0

hk.��†/tk D
Y
r2†

.1� r t/

�Y
s2�

.1� st/D
Y

r2†n�

.1� r t/:

The right hand side is clearly a polynomial in t with (the usual) degree at most N �m.
And the lemma follows.
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For an edge e in � of color me , denote by Ie the ideal of R� generated by hN .Xe�†/,
hN�1.Xe �†/; : : : ; hNC1�me

.Xe �†/. Define

zR� DR�

�X
e2E.�/

Ie

D
O

e2E.�/

Sym.Xe/

�
.hN .Xe �†/; hN�1.Xe �†/; : : : ; hNC1�me

.Xe �†//;

where me is the color of e and the tensor is taken over C . By Part (ii) of Lemma 4.6,
we know that xR� is a quotient ring of zR� .

Proposition 4.9 Let ' 2 S 0.�/. Define

Q' D
Y

e2E.�/

� Y
x2Xe; r2†n'.e/

.x� r/

� Y
s2'.e/; r2†n'.e/

.s� r/

�
:

Then, as elements of zR� ,

(i) fQ' j ' 2 S 0.�/g spans zR� over C ,

(ii) Q2
' DQ' for all ' 2 S 0.�/,

(iii) Q'1
Q'2
D 0 for all '1; '2 2 S 0.�/ with '1 ¤ '2 ,

(iv)
P
'2S0.�/Q' D 1.

In particular, since xR� is a quotient ring of zR� , the above conclusions remain true
in xR� .

Proof Recall that R� D
N

e2E.�/ Sym.Xe/, where the tensor product is taken over
C . By Theorem 4.1,

P
'2S0.�/Q' D 1 in R� . So it is true in zR� . This proves

Part (iv).

By Proposition 4.2, every element of

Sym.Xe/=.hN .Xe �†/; hN�1.Xe �†/; : : : ; hNC1�me
.Xe �†//

can be represented by an element of Sym.Xe/ with all partial degrees less than or
equal to 2.N �me/. By Theorem 4.1, this implies that fQ' j ' 2 S 0.�/g spans zR�

over C . That is, we have proved Part (i).

Next, consider Q'1
Q'2

for '1; '2 2 S 0.�/. Note that, for any '; '0 2 S 0.�/,

(4-5) Q'0 jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ D
(

1 if ' D '0;
0 if ' ¤ '0:
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From Part (i), we know that, as an element of R� ,

(4-6) Q'1
Q'2
D gC

X
'2S0.�/

˛'Q' ;

where g 2Pe2E.�/ Ie and ˛' 2C . Given any ' 2 S 0.�/, by Lemma 4.8,

(4-7) gjXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ D 0:

Plugging Xe D '.e/ for all e 2E.�/ into Equation (4-6), we get, by Equation (4-5),

˛' D
(

1 if ' D '1 D '2;

0 otherwise:

This implies that Parts (ii) and (iii) are true in zR� .

Corollary 4.10 Let zR� be defined as above. For any ' 2 S 0.�/, the evaluation
homomorphism

jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/W zR� !C

given by f 7! f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ is well defined. Moreover, as elements of zR� ,
f �Q' D .f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �Q' for any f 2 zR� .

Proof By Equation (4-7), we know that f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ is well defined. By
Part (i) of Proposition 4.9, we know that f DP

'02S0.�/ ˛'0Q'0 , where ˛'0 2 C .
Plug Xe D '.e/, for all e 2 E.�/ into this equation, we get by Equation (4-5) that
˛' D f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ . Then, by Parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4.9, we know
that f �Q' D

P
'02S0.�/ ˛'0Q'0Q' D ˛'Q' D .f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �Q' .

Let v be a vertex of � as depicted in Figure 4. Let XDSk
iD1 Xei

and Y DSl
jD1 Xe0

j
.

For an edge e of � , denote by me the color of e . Then
Pk

iD1 mei
DPl

jD1 me0
j
,m.

For 1� j �m, denote by zXj and zYj the j –th elementary symmetric polynomials in
X and Y , and define

Uj D
P . zY1; : : : ; zYj�1; zXj ; : : : ; zXm/�P . zY1; : : : ; zYj ; zXjC1; : : : ; zXm/

zXj � zYj

;

where P is the polynomial in zX1; : : : ; zXm satisfying P . zX1; : : : ; zXm/D P .X/.

Lemma 4.11 For a prestate ' of � , the following two statements are equivalent.

(i) ' is admissible at v .
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(ii) For all p D 1; : : : ;m,8<:
zXpjXei

D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k D zYpjX
e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l ;

UpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k;X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l D 0:

Proof Assume ' is admissible at v . Then

(1) '.e1/; : : : ; '.ek/ are pairwise disjoint,

(2) '.e0
1
/; : : : ; '.e0

l
/ are pairwise disjoint,

(3) '.e1/[ � � � ['.ek/D '.e01/[ � � � ['.e0l/.

zXpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k D zXpjXD'.e1/[���['.ek/So

D zYpjYD'.e0
1
/[���['.e0

l
/ D zYpjX

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l ;

and, by Lemma 4.8 and [24, Lemma 2.9],

UpjXei
D'.ei / 8iD1;:::;k; X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/ 8jD1;:::;l

D
�
@

@Xp
P . zX1; : : : ; zXm/

�ˇ̌̌
XD'.e1/[���['.ek/

D .�1/pC1.N C 1/hNC1�p.X�†/jXD'.e1/[���['.ek/

D 0:

This shows that statement (ii) in the lemma is true.

Now assume that statement (ii) in the lemma is true. We need to show that ' is
admissible at v , that is, conditions (1)-(3) above are satisfied.

First, set

p̌ D zXpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k D zYpjX

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l :

Then, counting multiplicity, '.e1/[ � � � ['.ek/ and '.e0
1
/[ � � � ['.e0

l
/ are both the

set of roots of the polynomial tmCPm
jD1.�1/j ǰ tm�j . So condition (3) is true.

It remains to check (1) and (2), which are equivalent to each other since (3) is true. Since
zXpjXei

D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k D zYpjX
e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l , we have that, by [24, Lemma 2.9],

UpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k; X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l

D .�1/pC1.N C 1/hNC1�p.X�†/jXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k :
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Recall that

(4-8)
1X

pD0

tphp.X�†/jXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k D

Y
r2†

.1� r t/

�kY
iD1

Y
r2'.ei /

.1� r t/:

If (1) is not true, then there is a repeated root r 2'.ei/\'.ej / for some i; j D 1; : : : ; k

and i ¤ j . If r ¤ 0, then the right hand side of Equation (4-8) is a power series with
infinitely many nonvanishing terms. If the only repeated root is r D 0, then the right
hand side of Equation (4-8) is a polynomial of (the usual) degree in t at least NC1�m.
In either case, there is a p �N C 1�m such that hp.X�†/jXei

D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k ¤ 0.
Note that, for any p �N C 1, we have

hp.X�†/D
NX

iD0

hp�i.X/hi.�†/

D
NX

iD0

mX
jD1

.�1/j�1 zXj hp�i�j .X/hi.�†/

D
mX

jD1

.�1/j�1 zXj

� NX
iD0

hp�i�j .X/hi.�†/
�

D
mX

jD1

.�1/j�1 zXj hp�j .X�†/:

This implies that the sequence fhp.X�†/g1pDNC1�m
is contained in the ideal generated

by hNC1�m.X�†/; : : : ; hN .X�†/. So there must be some pD 1; : : : ;m, such that
hNC1�p.X�†/jXei

D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k ¤ 0. Thus, for this p ,

UpjXei
D'.ei / 8iD1;:::;k; X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/ 8jD1;:::;l ¤ 0;

which contradicts statement (ii). This shows that condition (1) and, therefore, condi-
tion (2) are true. So ' is admissible at v .

Corollary 4.12 For any ' 2 S.�/, the evaluation homomorphism

jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/W xR� !C

given by f 7! f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ is well defined. Moreover, as elements of xR� ,
f �Q' D .f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �Q' . for any f 2 xR� .

Proof By Lemma 4.11, f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ is well defined for f 2 xR� . Choose
an zf 2 zR� that projects to f under the standard quotient map zR� ! xR� . By
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Corollary 4.10, zf �Q' D . zf jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �Q' . Clearly, zf jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ D
f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ . Then, projecting the previous equation onto xR� , we get f �Q' D
.f jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �Q' .

Theorem 4.13 (a) If ' 2 S 0.�/ nS.�/, then Q' D 0 in xR� .

(b) If ' 2 S.�/, then Q' ¤ 0 in xR� and xR� �Q' DC �Q' .

(c) xR� D
L
'2S.�/C �Q' .

Proof Suppose ' 2 S 0.�/ n S.�/. Then there is a vertex v of � at which ' is
not admissible. Assume v is given by Figure 4 and let m, zXj , zYj and Uj be as in
Lemma 4.11. Then, by Corollary 4.10, we know that, as elements of zR� ,

. zXp � zYp/ �Q' D . zXpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k � zYpjX

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l/ �Q' ;(4-9)

Up �Q' D UpjXei
D'.ei / 8iD1;:::;k; X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/ 8jD1;:::;l �Q'(4-10)

for p D 1; : : : ;m. But, by Lemma 4.11, there is a p D 1; : : : ;m such that either

zXpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k � zYpjX

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l ¤ 0

UpjXei
D'.ei /8iD1;:::;k;X

e0
j
D'.e0

j
/8jD1;:::;l ¤ 0:or

Project Equations (4-9) and (4-10) onto xR� . Note that . zXp � zYp/ �Q' D Up �Q' D 0

in xR� . We know that there is a nonzero scalar c such that cQ' D 0 in xR� , which
implies that Q' D 0 in xR� and proves Part (a).

Now suppose ' 2 S.�/. Note that Q' jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�/ D 1¤ 0. By Corollary 4.12,
this implies that Q' ¤ 0 in xR� . The fact that xR� �Q' DC �Q' also follows easily
from Corollary 4.12. This proves Part (b).

By Part (a) and Part (i) of Proposition 4.9, we know that xR� D
P
'2S.�/C �Q' . Then,

using Parts (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 4.9, one can easily check that
P
'2S.�/C �Q'

is actually a direct sum. This shows xR� D
L
'2S.�/C �Q' and proves Part (c).

4.5 Decomposition of the homology of embedded MOY graphs

We are now ready to generalize Gornik’s decomposition of the graph homology [6,
Theorem 4].

Lemma 4.14 Let ' 2 S.�/ and w 2 HP .�/. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
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(i) w 2Q'HP .�/.

(ii) g �w D .gjXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// �w for all g 2R� .

(iii) Xe;i �wD .Xe;i jXeD'.e//�w for all e 2E.�/, where Xe;i is the i –th elementary
symmetric polynomial in Xe .

Proof Since R� is the polynomial ring generated by fXe;ig, one can see that state-
ments (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. So we only need to check that they are equivalent to
statement (i).

Assume w 2 Q'HP .�/, then there exists u 2 HP .�/ such that w D Q'u. Recall
that the action of R� on HP .�/ factors through xR� . So, by Proposition 4.9, Q'wD
Q2
'uDQ'uD w . Then, by Corollary 4.12, for any g 2R� ,

g�wDg�.Q'w/D .gQ'/�wD .gjXeD'.e/;8e2E.�//�Q'wD .gjXeD'.e/;8e2E.�//�w:
So (i) implies (ii).

Now assume (ii) is true. Then Q'w D .Q' jXeD'.e/;8e2E.�// � w D w . So w 2
Q'HP .�/. It then follows that (i) and (ii) are equivalent.

Lemma 4.15 Denote by m a circle colored by m. Then Q'HP .m/ is 1–
dimensional for each ' 2 S.m/ and HP .m/D

L
'2S.m/

Q'HP .m/.

Proof Put a single marked point on m and associate to it the alphabet X. By
Proposition 4.4, as Sym.X/–modules, HP .m/Š xRm

fq�m.N�m/g hmi. Then the
lemma follows from Theorem 4.13.

Note that the decomposition in Lemma 4.15 does not preserve the quantum filtration.

Let �0 and �1 be closed embedded MOY graphs that are identical outside the part
shown in Figure 5. We call the local change �0 �1 an edge splitting. It induces a

mCn

X

A[B

Y

�0

�

x�

mCn

mCn

nm

X

Y

A B

�1

Figure 5: Edge splitting and merging

homomorphism �W HP .�0/!HP .�1/. We call the local change �1 �0 an edge
merging. It induces a homomorphism x�W HP .�1/!HP .�0/. See [24, Section 4] for
more details.
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Lemma 4.16 [22, Lemma 7.11] Let �0 and �1 be the MOY graphs in Figure 5. For
�D .�1 � � � � � �m/ 2ƒm;n , define �c D .n��m � � � � � n��1/ 2ƒm;n . Then, for
�;� 2ƒm;n ,

(4-11) x� ım.S�.A/ �S�.�B// ı� �
(

idCP .�0/ if �D �c ;

0 otherwise.

Moreover,

(4-12) idCP .�1/ �
X

�2ƒm;n

m.S�c .A// ı� ı x� ım.S�.�B//:

Here, “�” means that the two morphisms are equal up to homotopy and scaling by a
nonzero complex number.

Proof This follows from the explicit descriptions of � and x� in [22, Section 7.4] and
[11, Proposition GR 5].

Theorem 4.17 Let � be a closed abstract MOY graph. Then, for any state ' of � ,
Q'HP .�/¤ 0. In particular, if � is a closed embedded MOY graph, then Q'HP .�/

is 1–dimensional for each ' 2 S.�/ and HP .�/D
L
'2S.�/Q'HP .�/, where the

decomposition does not preserve the quantum filtration.

Proof Let � be a closed abstract MOY graph, and ' a state of � . By [24, Lemma
3.10], we assume that � is trivalent. We prove that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 by an induction on
the highest color appearing in � .

If the highest color appearing in � is 1, then � is a collection of circles colored by 1.
So Q'HP .�/¤ 0 by Lemma 4.15. Now assume that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/
if the colors of edges of � are all less than mC 1, where 1�m�N � 1. We claim
that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/ if the colors of edges of � are not greater than
mC 1. We do this by inducting on the number of edges in � of color mC 1.

If there are 0 edges in � of color mC1, then Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/ by the
induction assumption. Now assume that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/ if the colors
appearing in � are not greater than mC1 and there are no more than k .� 0/ edges of
color mC 1. Assume that � is a closed abstract MOY graph colored by 1; : : :mC 1

and have exactly kC 1 edges of color mC 1.

If � contains a circle mC1 colored by mC 1, then

HP .�/DHP .� nmC1/˝C HP .mC1/:
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Note that � nmC1 has at most k edges of color mC 1. Therefore, by induction
assumption and Lemma 4.15, we know that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/.
If � contains no circle colored by mC 1, then it contains an edge e of color mC 1

with a neighborhood of the form given in Figure 6. By admissibility, we get that '.e/D
'.e1/['.e2/D '.e3/['.e4/. So either '.e1/\'.e3/¤∅ or '.e1/\'.e4/¤∅.

�]

] �

6

i m C 1 � i

j m C 1 � j

m C 1e

e4

e2

e3

e1

�

Figure 6

If '.e1/ \ '.e3/ ¤ ∅, choose an r 2 '.e1/ \ '.e3/. Then, by admissibility, r …
'.e2/['.e4/. Consider the morphisms in Figure 7, where y� and z� are closed abstract
MOY graphs identical to � outside the part shown in Figure 7, � and x� are the
morphisms induced by the apparent edge splitting and merging, and �1˝�1 , �0˝�0

are the apparent �–morphisms. (See [24, Section 4].) Denote by y' and z' the unique

i mC1� i

j mC1� j

mC1e

e4

e2

e3

e1

�

� //

i mC1� i

j mC1� j

mC1

mC1

1 m
e5 e6

e4

e2

e3

e1

y�

x�

oo

�1˝�1

//

i

mC1� i

j

mC1� j

j �1

i�1

1 m
e5 e6

e4

e2

e3

e1

z�

�0˝�0

oo

Figure 7

states of y� and z� that agree with ' on all the unchanged edges of � , including
e1; e2; e3; e4 , and take value frg on e5 . Note that Xe5

D fxg is an alphabet of a single
indeterminate.

Note that z� has at most k edges of color mC 1. So Qz'HP .z�/ ¤ 0 by induction
hypothesis. Pick a zv 2Qz'HP .z�/ with zv¤ 0. Define yv 2HP .y�/ by yvD .�0˝�0/.zv/.
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Note that �0 ˝ �0 is linear with respect to Sym.Xe1
j � � � jXe6

/ and with respect to
symmetric polynomials in alphabets assigned to edges outside the part shown in Figure 7.
By Lemma 4.14, one can see that yv 2Qy'HP .y�/. Moreover, by Lemma 4.14 and [24,
Proposition 4.12 and Lemma 4.13],

.�1˝�1/.yv/D .�1˝�1/.�0˝�0/.zv/
D hmC1�j .fxg�Xe4

/ � hmC1�i.fxg�Xe2
/ � zv

D hmC1�j .frg�'.e4// � hmC1�i.frg�'.e2// � zv

D
� Y

s2'.e2/['.e4/

.r � s/

�
� zv ¤ 0:

So yv ¤ 0.

Now let v D x�.yv/. Note that x� is linear with respect to Sym.Xe1
j � � � jXe4

/ and with
respect to symmetric polynomials in alphabets assigned to edges outside the part shown
in Figure 7. By Lemma 4.14, one can see that v 2Q'HP .�/. Moreover, by Lemmas
4.14 and 4.16, we know that

yv D c �
mX

lD0

xm�l �� ı x��.�1/lXe6;l � yv
�

D c �
mX

lD0

xm�l �� ı x��.�1/l.Xe6;l jXe6
D.'.e1/['.e2//nfrg/ � yv

�
D c �

mX
lD0

.�1/l
�
Xe6;l jXe6

D.'.e1/['.e2//nfrg

� �xm�l �� ı x�.yv/

D c �
� mX

lD0

.�1/l
�
Xe6;l jXe6

D.'.e1/['.e2//nfrg

� �xm�l

�
��.v/;

where c 2C n f0g. This implies that v ¤ 0 and, therefore, Q'HP .�/¤ 0.

If '.e1/\'.e4/¤∅, we change the immersion of � by the move in Figure 8. Then
the proof reduces to the case we have just dealt with.

Thus, we have shown that Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2S.�/ if the colors appearing in �
are not greater than mC 1. This completes the induction. Therefore, Q'HP .�/¤ 0

for any state ' of any closed abstract MOY graph � .

Next, let � be a closed embedded MOY graph. Then by [24, Proposition 9.8], [22,
Theorem 14.7] and the definition of the MOY graph polynomial h�iN in [16], we
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i mC1� i

j mC1� j

mC1e

e4

e2

e3

e1

�

i mC1� i

j mC1� j

mC1e

e4

e2

e3

e1

�

Figure 8

know that

(4-13) dimC HP .�/D h�iN jqD1 D jS.�/j:
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.13, we know xR� D

L
'2S.�/C �Q' , which implies

that HP .�/ D
P
'2S.�/Q'HP .�/. Using Lemma 4.14 and Parts (ii) and (iii) of

Proposition 4.9, it is easy to check that the sum on the right hand side is a direct sum.
So

HP .�/D
M

'2S.�/

Q'HP .�/:

But Q'HP .�/¤ 0 for all ' 2 S.�/. So

(4-14) dimC HP .�/D
X

'2S.�/

dimC Q'HP .�/� jS.�/j:

For both Equations (4-13) and (4-14) to be true, we must have dimC Q'HP .�/D 1

for all ' 2 S.�/. This completes the proof.

5 Morphisms induced by local changes of MOY graphs

Definition 5.1 Let � be a closed embedded MOY graph, and P .X / a generic polyno-
mial of the form (1-1). By Theorem 4.17, for each ' 2S.�/, Q'HP .�/ is spanned by
a single nonvanishing element v�;' 2Q'HP .�/, where v�;' is unique up to scaling.
Moreover, fv�;' j ' 2 S.�/g is a C–linear basis for HP .�/. This basis is well defined
up to scaling each v�;' .

In particular, the decomposition in Theorem 4.17 can be written as

HP .�/D
M

'2S.�/

C � v�;' :
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In this section, we study effects of morphisms induced by local changes of MOY graphs
on the above basis. Again, we fix a generic polynomial P .X / of the form (1-1) and
denote by †D†.P /D fr1; : : : ; rN g the set of roots of P 0.X /.

5.1 Compatible states

Before going into specific local changes, we first introduce the simple concept of
compatible states, which will be useful later on.

Definition 5.2 Let � be an embedded MOY graph with a marking. Denote by
fp1; : : : ;pkg the set of internal marked points on � and by z� the embedded MOY
graph resulted from cutting � at p1; : : : ;pk . Note that, up to homotopy, there is a
natural continuous map �W z�! � that is injective except at p1; : : : ;pk .

A MOY subgraph of � is the image under � of the union of several connected compo-
nents of z� . Note that all MOY subgraphs of � are embedded MOY graphs.

An edge e of � is said to be outside a MOY subgraph of � if e is not a subset of that
subgraph (even if part of e is contained in it).

Definition 5.3 Assume that, for i D 1; 2, �i is a closed embedded MOY graph
containing a MOY subgraph y�i such that �1 n y�1 and �2 n y�2 are identical. Let '1

and '2 be states of �1 and �2 . We say that '1 and '2 are compatible outside y�1

and y�2 if their values coincide on every pair of corresponding edges in �1 and �2

outside y�1 and y�2 .

If y�1 and y�2 are clear from the context, then we simply say that '1 and '2 are
compatible.

Lemma 5.4 Assume �1 , �2 , y�1 and y�2 are as in Definition 5.3, and ' 2S.�1/. Any
morphism f 2 HomHMF.CP .y�1/;CP .y�2// induces a homomorphism f W HP .�1/!
HP .�2/. Then f .v�1;'/ is contained in the subspace of HP .�2/ spanned by the set
fv�2;'0 j '0 2 S.�2/ is compatible with ' outside y�2g. In particular, if none of the
states of �2 are compatible with ' outside y�2 , then f .v�1;'/D 0.

Proof Note that f .v�1;'/ D
P
'02S.�2/

˛'0v�2;'0 , where ˛'0 2 C . Let e1; : : : ; el

be the edges of �1 outside y�1 . Mark each ej and its corresponding edge e0j in �2

by Xej
. Note that f W HP .�1/! HP .�2/ is Sym.Xe1

j � � � jXel
/–linear. Assume a

particular '0 2 S.�2/ is not compatible with ' outside y�2 . Consider

QD
lY

jD1

� Y
x2Xej

; r2†n'0.e0
j
/

.x� r/

� Y
s2'0.e0

j
/; r2†n'0.e0

j
/

.s� r/

�
2 Sym.Xe1

j � � � jXel
/:
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QjXej
D'0.e0

j
/;8jD1;:::;l D 1;Clearly

QjXej
D'.ej /;8jD1;:::;l D 0:

By Lemma 4.14, we have that

Q �f .v�1;'/D f .Q � v�1;'/D f ..QjXej
D'.ej /;8jD1;:::;l/ � v�1;'/D 0

Q �f .v�1;'/DQ �
X

'002S.�2/

˛'00v�2;'00and

D ˛'0v�2;'0 C
X

'002S.�2/;'00¤'0
.QjXej

D'00.e0
j
/;8jD1;:::;l/ �˛'00v�2;'00 :

But fv�2;'0 j '0 2 S.�2/g is a basis for HP .�2/. So the above two equations imply
that ˛'0 D 0. And the lemma follows.

5.2 Bouquet moves

For i D 1; 2, assume �i and � 0i in Figure 9 are closed embedded MOY graphs
that are identical outside the part changed by the bouquet move. By [24, Corollary
3.11 and Lemma 4.2], the bouquet move induces, up to scaling, an isomorphism
hi W HP .�i/

Š!HP .�
0
i/ and its inverse h�1

i W HP .�
0
i/
Š!HP .�i/.

�1 :

iC j Ck

j Ck

i j k

 ! � 0
1

:

iC j Ck

iC j

kji

�2 :

iC j Ck

j Ck

i j k

 ! � 0
2

:

iC j Ck

iC j

kji

Figure 9: Bouquet moves

Lemma 5.5 If ' is a state of �i , then there is a unique state '0 of � 0i that is compatible
with ' outside the part changed by the bouquet move. In particular, hi.v�i ;'/Dc�v� 0

i
;'0 ,

where c 2C n f0g.
Similarly, if '0 is a state of � 0i , then there is a unique state ' of �i that is compatible
with '0 outside the part changed by the bouquet move. In particular, h�1

i .v� 0
i
;'0/ D

c0 � v�i ;' , where c0 2C n f0g.
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Proof Note that there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between states of �i

and � 0i that associate each state to the unique state compatible with it. Then the lemma
follows easily from Lemma 5.4.

5.3 Edge splitting and merging

Let �0 and �1 be closed embedded MOY graphs that are identical outside the part
shown in Figure 10. We call the local change �0 �1 an edge splitting. It induces a
homomorphism �W HP .�0/!HP .�1/. We call the local change �1 �0 an edge
merging. It induces a homomorphism x�W HP .�1/!HP .�0/. See [24, Section 4] for
more details.

mCn

e

�0

�

x�

mCn

mCn

nm

e0

e

e1 e2

�1

Figure 10: Edge splitting and merging

Lemma 5.6 For each state '0 of �1 there is a unique state ' of �0 that is compatible
with ' outside the changed part. Also,

(5-1) x�.v�1;'0/D c � v�0;' ;

where c 2C n f0g.
For every state ' of �0 , there are exactly

�
mCn

m

�
states of �1 that are compatible with '

outside the changed part. Also,

(5-2) �.v�0;'/D
X

'02S'.�1/

c'0 � v�1;'0 ;

where S'.�1/ is the set of all states of �1 compatible with ' , and c'0 2 C n f0g for
every '0 2 S'.�1/.

Proof The compatibility states ' of �0 and '0 of �1 means that ' and '0 are identical
outside the part shown in Figure 10 and '.e/ D '0.e/ D '0.e1/ [ '0.e2/ D '0.e0/,
which implies the conclusions about compatible states in the lemma. Next we prove
the two equations in the lemma.
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We prove Equation (5-1) first. By Lemma 5.4 and the fact ' is the only state of �0

compatible with '0 , we only need to show that x�.v�1;'0/¤ 0. But, by Lemma 4.14
and Lemma 4.16, we have

c0 � v�1;'0 D
X

�2ƒm;n

m.S�c .Xe1
// ı� ı x�.S�.�Xe2

/ � v�1;'0/

D
X

�2ƒm;n

.S�.�Xe2
/jXe2

D'0.e2// �m.S�c .Xe1
// ı� ı x�.v�1;'0/;

where c0 is a nonzero scalar and m.�/ is the homomorphism given by multiplying �.
(See Section 2.2.) This shows that x�.v�1;'0/¤ 0 and proves Equation (5-1).

Now we prove Equation (5-2). By Lemma 5.4, we know that

�.v�0;'/D
X

'02S'.�1/

c'0 � v�1;'0 :

It remains to show that c'0 ¤ 0 for every '0 2 S'.�1/. Assume c'0 D 0 for a particular
'0 2 S'.�1/. By Equation (5-1) and the computation in the previous paragraph, we
know that

c0 � v�1;'0

D
X

�2ƒm;n

.S�.�Xe2
/jXe2

D'0.e2// �m.S�c .Xe1
// ı� ı x�.v�1;'0/

D c �
X

�2ƒm;n

.S�.�Xe2
/jXe2

D'0.e2// �m.S�c .Xe1
// ı�.v�0;'/

D c �
X

�2ƒm;n

.S�.�Xe2
/jXe2

D'0.e2// �m.S�c .Xe1
// �
 X
'002S'.�1/;
'00¤'0

c'00 � v�1;'00

!

D c �
X

�2ƒm;n

.S�.�Xe2
/jXe2

D'0.e2// �
X

'002S'.�1/;
'00¤'0

.S�c .Xe1
/jXe1

D'00.e1// � c'00 � v�1;'00

2
M

'002S'.�1/; '00¤'0
C � v�1;'00 ;

where c0 and c are nonzero scalars. This is a contradiction since fv�1;'0 j '0 2 S.�1/g
is a basis for HP .�1/. Thus, c'0 ¤ 0 for every '0 2 S'.�1/.
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5.4 �–Morphisms

Let �0 and �1 be closed embedded MOY graphs that are identical except in the part
shown in Figure 11, where we assume that the color of e1 is less than or equal to the
color of e3 . By [24, Proposition 4.12 and Lemma 4.13], the local change �0 �1

induces a homomorphism �0W HP .�0/! HP .�1/ and the local change �1  �0

induces a homomorphism �1W HP .�1/ ! HP .�0/. See [24, Section 4] for more
details.

e2

e1

e0

e4

e3

�0

�0

�1

e2

e1

e

e4

e3

�1

Figure 11: �–Morphisms

The goal of this section is to understand the actions of �0 and �1 on the basis of HP .
We need following technical results to do this.

Lemma 5.7 Suppose that X is an alphabet of a indeterminates and Y is an alphabet
of b indeterminates. Assume m> a and n> b . Then S�m;n

.X�Y /D 0.

Proof Recall that

S�m;n
.X�Y /D det.hn�iCj .X�Y //1�i;j�m

D

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ

hn.X�Y / � � � hn�1Cm.X�Y /
hn�1.X�Y / � � � hn�2Cm.X�Y /

:::
:::

:::
hn�mC1.X�Y / � � � hn.X�Y /

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ :

Denote by Xi and Yi the i –th elementary symmetric polynomials in X and Y . For
k > b , we have

hk.X�Y /D
bX

iD0

.�1/iYihk�i.X/D
bX

iD0

aX
jD1

.�1/iCj�1Xj Yihk�i�j .X/

D
aX

jD1

.�1/j�1Xj

bX
iD0

.�1/iYihk�i�j .X/D
aX

jD1

.�1/j�1Xj hk�j .X�Y /:

Hence, the first row of the above determinant is a combination of the next a rows. This
implies that S�m;n

.X�Y /D 0.
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Corollary 5.8 Suppose that �1; �2 � C , j�1j Dm, j�2j D n and �1 \�2 D ∅.
Let X be an alphabet of m indeterminates. Then

S�m;n
.X��2/D S�m;n

.�1��2/ �
Y

x2X; r2�2

.x� r/

� Y
s2�1; r2�2

.s� r/:

In particular, S�m;n
.�1��2/¤ 0.

Proof Note that S�m;n
.X��2/ is a nonvanishing symmetric polynomial in X of

total degree 2mn and all partial degrees of S�m;n
.X��2/ are not greater than 2n.

(Recall that our degree is twice the usual polynomial degree.) So, by Theorem 4.1,

S�m;n
.X��2/

D
X

���1[�2; j�jDm

S�m;n
.���2/

Y
x2X; r2.�1[�2/n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2.�1[�2/n�

.s� r/:

But S�m;n
.���2/D S�m;n

..� n�2/� .�2 n�//. By Lemma 5.7, this implies that
S�m;n

.���2/D 0 unless �D�1 . And the corollary follows.

Lemma 5.9 (i) Let ' be a state of �1 .
� If '.e1/\ '.e4/¤ ∅, then there is no state of �0 compatible with ' and
�1.v�1;'/D 0.

� If '.e1/\'.e4/D∅, then there is a unique state '0 of �0 compatible with
' and �1.v�1;'/D c � v�0;'0 , where c 2C n f0g.

(ii) Let '0 be a state of �0 .
� If '0.e1/\'0.e4/¤∅, then there is no state of �1 compatible with '0 and
�0.v�0;'0/D 0.

� If '0.e1/\'0.e4/D∅, then there is a unique state ' of �1 compatible with
'0 and �0.v�0;'0/D c0 � v�1;' , where c0 2C n f0g.

Proof Denote by m and color of e1 and by n the color of e4 .

We prove part (i) first. Assume '.e1/ \ '.e4/ ¤ ∅ and there is a state '0 of �0

compatible with ' . Then '0.ei/ D '.ei/ for i D 1; : : : ; 4. So '0.e1/ \ '0.e2/ D
'.e1/\ '.e2/D ∅. On the other hand, we have '.e1/\ '.e4/D '0.e1/\ '0.e4/ �
'0.e4/�'0.e2/D'.e2/. So ∅¤'.e1/\'.e4/�'.e1/\'.e2/. This is a contradiction.
So there is no state of �0 compatible with ' . Thus, by Lemma 5.4, �1.v�1;'/D 0.

Assume '.e1/ \ '.e4/ D ∅. Using '.e1/ [ '.e2/ D '.e/ D '.e3/ [ '.e4/, we
have that '.e1/ � '.e3/, '.e4/ � '.e2/ and '.e3/ n '.e1/ D '.e2/ n '.e4/. Then
it is easy to see that the only state '0 of �0 compatible with ' is the unique one
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satisfying '0.ei/ D '.ei/ for i D 1; : : : ; 4, '0.e0/ D '.e3/ n '.e1/ D '.e2/ n '.e4/

and that '0 agrees with ' outside the part shown in Figure 11. By Lemma 5.4,
�1.v�1;'/D c � v�0;'0 . It remains to show that c ¤ 0. By [24, Proposition 4.12 and
Lemma 4.13] and Lemma 4.14, we know that

�0 ı�1.v�1;'/D S�m;n
.Xe1

�Xe4
/ � v�1;' D S�m;n

.'.e1/�'.e4// � v�1;' :

By Corollary 5.8, S�m;n
.'.e1/�'.e4//¤ 0. So �0 ı�1.v�1;'/¤ 0. Thus c ¤ 0.

Now we prove Part (ii). Assume '0.e1/\'0.e4/¤∅. Then '0.e1/\'0.e2/¤∅. This
implies that no state of �1 is compatible with '0 and, by Lemma 5.4, �0.v�0;'0/D 0.

Assume '0.e1/\'0.e4/D∅. Note that '0.e1/\'0.e0/D '0.e0/\'0.e4/D∅. So

'0.e1/\'0.e2/D '0.e1/\ .'0.e0/['0.e4//D∅;
'0.e4/\'0.e3/D '0.e4/\ .'0.e0/['0.e1//D∅;
'0.e1/['0.e2/D '0.e3/['0.e4/D '0.e1/['0.e0/['0.e4/:

Then it is easy to see that the only state ' of �1 compatible with '0 is the unique one
satisfying '.ei/D '0.ei/ for i D 1; : : : ; 4, '.e/D '0.e1/[ '0.e0/[ '0.e4/ and that
' agrees with '0 outside the part shown in Figure 11. By Lemma 5.4, �0.v�0;'0/D
c0 � v�1;' . It remains to show that c0 ¤ 0. By [24, Proposition 4.12 and Lemma 4.13]
and Lemma 4.14,

�1 ı�0.v�0;'0/D S�m;n
.Xe1

�Xe4
/ � v�0;'0 D S�m;n

.'.e1/�'.e4// � v�0;'0 :

By Corollary 5.8, S�m;n
.'.e1/�'.e4//¤ 0. So �1 ı�0.v�0;'0/¤ 0. Thus c0¤ 0.

5.5 Circle creation and annihilation

Let � be a closed embedded MOY graph and z� D � tm , where m is a circle
colored by m. We call the local change �  z� a circle creation. It induces a
homomorphism �W HP .�/ ! HP .z�/. We call the local change z�  � a circle
annihilation. It induces a homomorphism �W HP .z�/!HP .�/. See [24, Section 4.2]
for more details.

Lemma 5.10 (1) For every state ' of � , there are
�
N
m

�
states of z� compatible with

' under the circle creation. Moreover,

�.v�;'/D
X
z'2S'.z�/

cz' � vz�;z' ;

where S'.z�/ is the set of all states of z� compatible with ' under the circle
creation and cz' 2C n f0g for every z' 2 S'.z�/.
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(2) For every state z' of z� , there is a unique state ' of � compatible with z' under
the circle annihilation. Moreover, �.vz�;z'/D c � v�;' for some c 2C n f0g.

Proof We prove Part (1) first. There are exactly
�
N
m

�
states onm . So jS'.z�/jD

�
N
m

�
.

Mark m by a single alphabet X. Recall that, by Proposition 4.4,

HP .z�/
ŠHP .�/˝C HP .m/

ŠHP .�/˝C

Sym.X/=.hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�m.X�†//fq�m.N�m/g:
Under this isomorphism, we have �.v�;'/D v�;' ˝ 1. By Theorem 4.1, we have

1D
X

��†; j�jDm

� Y
x2X; r2†n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2†n�

.s� r/

�
in Sym.X/ and therefore in

HP .m/

Š Sym.X/=.hN .X�†/; hN�1.X�†/; : : : ; hNC1�m.X�†//fq�m.N�m/g:
So

�.v�;'/D v�;'˝ 1D
X

��†; j�jDm

v�;'˝
� Y

x2X; r2†n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2†n�

.s� r/

�
:

It is easy to see that the right hand side of the above equation is of the form
P
z'2S'.z�/

cz' �
vz�;z' with cz' ¤ 0 for each z' 2 S'.z�/. This completes the proof of Part (1).

For Part (2), note that given z' 2 S.z�/, there are a unique ' 2 S.�/ compatible with z'
and a unique ��† with j�j Dm, such that

vz�;z' D c0 � v�;' ˝
� Y

x2X; r2†n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2†n�

.s� r/

�
for some c0 ¤ 0. By Corollary 5.8, we have thatY
x2X; r2†n�

.x� r/

� Y
s2�; r2†n�

.s� r/

D S�m;N�m
.X� .† n�//=S�m;N�m

.�� .† n�//:
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So, using [24, Corollary 4.6], we have

�.vz�;z'/D c0 � �
��

S�m;N�m
.X� .† n�//=S�m;N�m

.�� .† n�//� � �.v�;'/�
D c0 � �

��
S�m;N�m

.X/=S�m;N�m
.�� .† n�//� � �.v�;'/�

D c � v�;' ;
where c ¤ 0.

5.6 Saddle moves

Let � and z� be embedded MOY graphs identical except in the part shown in Figure 12.
Let �W HP .�/!HP .z�/ and z�W HP .z�/!HP .�/ be the homomorphisms induced
by the saddle moves performed along the dotted lines. (See [24, Section 4] for more
details.) Denote by m the circle of color m in z� in Figure 12.

e

m

�

� //

ze

m

m

z�

z�

oo

Figure 12

Lemma 5.11 (1) For a state ' of � , there is a unique state z' of z� compatible with
' under �. Moreover, �.v�;'/D c � vz�;z' , where c 2C n f0g.

(2) Let z' be a state of z� . If z'.ze/¤ z'.m/, then there is no state of � compatible
with z' under z�. If z'.ze/D z'.m/, then there is a unique state ' of � compatible
with z' under z�. Moreover,

z�.vz�;z'/D
(

0 if z'.ze/¤ z'.m/;

zc � v�;' for some zc 2C n f0g if z'.ze/D z'.m/:

Proof The statements about compatible states are easy to check, which implies that
�.v�;'/ and z�.vz�;z'/ must be of the forms given in the lemma. We only need to check
that c ¤ 0 and zc ¤ 0 if z'.ze/D z'.m/.

Denote by � and � the homomorphisms induced by the creation and annihilation
of m . By [24, Propositions 4.17 and 4.19], we have that � ı � D c1 � idHP .�/
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and z� ı � D c2 � idHP .z�/
, where c1; c2 ¤ 0. So � ı �.v�;'/ D c1 � v�;' ¤ 0, which

implies that �.v�;'/¤ 0 and c ¤ 0. Next, assuming z'.ze/D z'.m/, we prove that
z�.vz�;z'/¤ 0, which implies that zc ¤ 0. Denote by ' the state of � compatible with z'
under z� and by S'.z�/ the set of states of z� that are compatible to ' under � (that
is, identical to z' outside m .) Then z� ı �.v�;'/ D c2 � v�;' ¤ 0. By Lemma 5.10,
we have that �.v�;'/ D

P
'02S'.z�/

c'0 � vz�;'0 . But for any '0 2 S'.z�/ n fz'g, there
is no state of � compatible with '0 under z�. So z�.vz�;'0/ D 0. This implies that
cz' � z�.vz�;z'/D z� ı �.v�;'/D c2 � v�;' ¤ 0. So zc ¤ 0.

Lemma 5.12 Let �1 and �2 be embedded MOY graphs that are identical except in
the part shown in Figure 13. Denote by �W HP .�1/! HP .�1/ the homomorphism
induced by the saddle move along the dotted line.

e1

e2

m

m

�1

� //

e0
1

e02

m

m

�2

Figure 13

Suppose that ' is a state of �1 .

(1) If '.e1/¤ '.e2/, then there is no state of �2 compatible with ' under � and
therefore �.v�1;'/D 0.

(2) If '.e1/D '.e2/, then there is a unique state '0 of �2 compatible with ' under
� and �.v�1;'/D c � v�2;'0 , where c 2C n f0g.

Proof It is easy to verify the statements about compatible states. Most of the lemma
follows from this. The only thing left to prove is that c ¤ 0 in Part (2).

Assume '.e1/D '.e2/. Consider Diagram (5-3), where �, as in the lemma, is induced
by the saddle move along the vertical dotted line and �0 is induced by the saddle move
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along the horizontal dotted line.

(5-3)

e1

e2

m

m

�1

� //

�0

��

e0
1

e02
m

m

�2

�0

��
e1

e2

m

m

m

�3

� //

e1

e2

m

m

�1

At matrix factorization level, � and �0 commute up to homotopy and scaling since
they act on disjoint parts of the MOY graphs. (Note that these morphisms are only
defined up to homotopy and scaling.) So, as homomorphisms of homology, � and �0

commute up to scaling by a nonzero scalar.

There is a unique state '00 of �3 that is compatible with ' under �0 . Using '.e1/D
'.e2/ and Lemma 5.11, it is easy to see that �0.v�1;'/D c1 � v�3;'00 and �.v�3;'00/D
c2 � v�1;' , where c1; c2 ¤ 0. So � ı �0.v�1;'/D c1c2 � v�1;' ¤ 0 which implies that
�0 ı �.v�1;'/¤ 0 and therefore �.v�1;'/¤ 0. This proves that c ¤ 0 in Part (2).

6 A basis for generic deformations of the link homology

We prove Theorem 1.2 in this section. As before, we fix a generic polynomial P .X /

of the form (1-1) and denote by †D†.P /D fr1; : : : ; rN g the set of roots of P 0.X /.
Throughout this section, D is a closed knotted MOY graph. We will construct a basis
for HP .D/, which is a slight generalization of Theorem 1.2.

6.1 States of a closed knotted MOY graph

Remove all vertices and crossings of D . This gives a set A.D/ of arcs starting and
ending in vertices or crossings of D and containing no vertices or crossings of D in
the interiors.

Definition 6.1 A prestate of D is a function  W A.D/! P.†/.

Let v be a vertex of D of the form in Figure 4. As in Definition 4.7, we say that a
prestate  of D is admissible at v if
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(1)  .e1/; : : : ;  .ek/ are pairwise disjoint,
(2)  .e0

1
/; : : : ;  .e0

l
/ are pairwise disjoint,

(3)  .e1/[ � � � [ .ek/D  .e01/[ � � � [ .e0l/.
Let c be a crossing of D (depicted by one of the diagrams in Figure 14.) We say that
� a prestate  of D is quasiadmissible at c if  .a1/\ .a2/D  .a3/\ .a4/

and  .a1/[ .a2/D  .a3/[ .a4/,
� a prestate  of D is admissible at c if  .a1/D  .a3/ and  .a2/D  .a4/.

m n

a1

a4

a2

a3

c

or

m n

a1

a4

a2

a3

c

Figure 14

A prestate of D is called a quasistate if it is admissible at all vertices of D and
quasiadmissible at all crossings of D . Denote by QS.D/ the set of all quasistates
of D .

A prestate D is called a state if it is admissible at all vertices and crossings of D .
Denote by S.D/ the set of all states of D . Clearly, S.D/�QS.D/.

Recall that a resolution of D is an embedded MOY graph obtained by replacing (a
small neighborhood of) each crossing by an embedded MOY graph of the form in
Figure 15.

n

m

nCk

k

nCk�m

m

n

m�k

a1

a4

a2

a3

e1

e3e4 e2

Figure 15

Definition 6.2 Let  be a prestate of D . A resolution of  is a pair .�; '/, where
� is a resolution of D and ' is a state of � that agrees with  outside the replaced
parts of D . Denote by R. / the set of all resolutions of  .

Clearly, for every resolution � of D and every state ' of � , the pair .�; '/ is a
resolution of a unique prestate of D .

Lemma 6.3 Suppose that  is a prestate of D .

(1) R. /D∅ if  is not a quasistate.
(2) jR. /j D 1 if  is a state.
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Proof To prove Part (1), assume R. /¤∅ and let .�; '/ be an element of R. /.
Since ' is admissible at all vertices of � ,  must admissible at all vertices of D . Now
consider the crossings. Assume c is any crossing of D (depicted in Figure 14) and is
replaced in � by the MOY graph in Figure 15. Then by the admissibility of ' , we
have that

 .a1/[ .a2/D '.a1/['.e1/['.e2/

D '.e4/['.e2/

D '.a4/['.e3/['.e2/

D  .a4/[ .a3/:

Write U D  .a1/\ .a2/. Then U \'.e1/D∅ and therefore U � '.e2/�  .a3/.
Note that U �  .a1/ � '.e4/ D  .a4/ [ '.e3/ and that '.e3/ \ U D ∅ since
'.e3/\'.e2/D∅ and U �'.e2/. So U � .a4/. This implies that  .a1/\ .a2/D
U �  .a3/\ .a4/. Similarly, one can show that  .a3/\ .a4/�  .a1/\ .a2/.
So  .a1/\ .a2/D  .a3/\ .a4/. This shows that  is a quasistate.

For Part (2), assume  is a state. Suppose that c is any crossing of D (depicted in
Figure 14) and is replaced by the MOY graph in Figure 15. Then  .a1/D  .a3/ and
 .a2/D  .a4/. In order for there to be a state ' of the resolution agreeing with  
on a1; a2; a3; a4 , we must have that

� k D j .a2/ n .a1/j,
� '.e1/D  .a2/ n .a1/,

� '.e2/D  .a2/\ .a1/,

� '.e3/D  .a1/ n .a2/,

� '.e4/D  .a1/[ .a2/.

These conditions uniquely characterize the resolution .�; '/ near c . So jR. /jD 1.

6.2 A decomposition of the chain complex H.CP.D/;dmf /

As an object of hChb.hmfC;0/, CP .D/ has two commutative differentials, dmf and d ,
where dmf is the differential of the matrix factorizations associated to the resolutions
of D and d is the differential defined in [24, Definitions 6.3, 6.11 and 6.12]. Recall that
HP .D/ is defined to be H.H.CP .D/; dmf /; d/. As a graded and filtered C–linear
space, we have

(6-1) H.CP .D/; dmf /D
M
�

HP .�/khD.�/kfq�D.�/g;
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where � runs through all resolutions of D , hD.�/ and �D.�/ are shifts of the
homological grading and the quantum filtration determined by D and � . hD.�/ and
�D.�/ are given implicitly in [24, Definitions 6.3, 6.11 and 6.12]. Explicit formulas for
them can be found in [23, Section 2.3], where the notation for hD.�/ is “sh;N .DI�/”
and the notation for �D.�/ is “sq;N .DI�/”.

By Theorem 4.17, we have

HP .�/D
M

'2S.�/

Q'HP .�/D
M

'2S.�/

C � v�;' ;

where the decomposition does not preserve the quantum filtration. Thus, as a space
with a homological grading,

H.CP .D/; dmf /D
M
�

M
'2S.�/

C�v�;'khD.�/kD
M

 2QS.D/

M
.�;'/2R. /

C�v�;'khD.�/k:

Definition 6.4 For any quasistate  of D ,

C. / WD
M

.�;'/2R. /

C � v�;'khD.�/k:

Recall that the differential d acts only on the small neighborhoods replacing the
crossings. (See [24, Definitions 6.3, 6.11 and 6.12] for more details.) So, by Lemma 5.4,
for any .�0; '0/2R. /, we have that d.v�0;'0

/2C. /. Thus, C. / is a subcomplex
of H.CP .D/; dmf /. More precisely, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.5 There is a decomposition of chain complex

H.CP .D/; dmf /D
M

 2QS.D/

C. /

that preserves the homological decomposition. Consequently,

HP .D/Š
M

 2QS.D/

H.C. //:

6.3 A basis for HP.D/

Next, we construct a basis for HP .D/ that is in one-to-one correspondence with the
set S.D/ of all states of D . Theorem 1.2 is a special case of this construction.

Definition 6.6 For a state  of D , let .�; '/ be its unique resolution. Define h. / WD
hD.�/. (See Decomposition (6-1) above.)
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Lemma 6.7 If  is a state of D , then H.C. // is 1–dimensional and is spanned
by the homology class vD; WD Œv�;' �, where .�; '/ is the unique resolution of  .
Moreover, H.C. // has homological grading h. /.

Proof By Lemma 6.3,  has a unique resolution .�; '/. So C. /DC �v�;'khD.�/k
is 1–dimensional. But d raises the homological grading by 1. So d jC. / D 0. And
the lemma follows.

Lemma 6.8 [6, Theorem 2] Assume that, at all crossings of D , the two branches are
always both colored by 1. Then H.C. //D 0 if  is a quasistate but not a state of D .

The following is the main theorem of this section. Note Theorem 1.2 is its special case.

Theorem 6.9 Let D be any knotted MOY graph. Then fvD; j  2 S.D/g is a
C–linear basis for HP .D/. For each  2 S.D/, vD; has homological grading h. /,
which is computed using the sum over all crossings of D given in Definition 1.1.

Moreover, the decomposition

HP .D/D
M

 2S.D/

C � vD; 

is invariant under the Reidemeister moves and, up to shifts of the homological grading,
invariant under fork sliding.

Proof The statement about the formula for h. / follows directly from the convention
of the homological grading given in [24, Definitions 6.3, 6.11 and 6.12]. We leave its
proof to the reader.

Next, we prove that fvD; j 2S.D/g is a C–linear basis for HP .D/. If all crossings
of D are between branches colored by 1, then, by Lemmas 6.5, 6.7 and 6.8, we know
that fvD; j 2S.D/g is a C–linear basis for HP .D/. (This special case is essentially
[6, Theorem 2].)

Now assume that D is a general knotted MOY graph. Near every crossing of D ,
split each branch into edges colored by 1 and slide these new edges cross each other.
(See Figure 16.) This gives us a new knotted MOY graph zD in which all crossings
are between branches colored by 1. For a crossing c of D between two branches
colored by m and n, set �.c/ D m! � n! and define �.D/ DQc �.c/, where c runs
through all crossings of D . It is easy to check that jS. zD/j D �.D/ � jS.D/j. From the
above special case of the theorem, we know that dimC HP . zD/D jS. zD/j. Moreover,
by [24, Theorems 3.12 and 7.1], we know that dimC HP . zD/D �.D/ � dimC HP .D/.
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m n

D

�� �O
�O
�O

or

m n

D

�� �O
�O
�O

::: :::

m n

�� �O
�O
�O

::: :::

m n

�� �O
�O
�O

:::

m n

zD

:::

m n

zD

Figure 16

Putting these together, we get dimC HP .D/D jS.D/j. But, by Lemmas 6.5 and 6.7,
fvD; j 2 S.D/g is linearly independent over C . Therefore, it is a basis for HP .D/.

Let D and D0 be knotted MOY graphs differ by a single Reidemeister move or fork
sliding. Denote by f W HP .D/!HP .D

0/ the isomorphism induced by this change.
For a state  of D , let  0 be the state of D0 that is identical to  outside the part
changed by the Reidemeister move or fork sliding. The map  7!  0 is a one-to-one
correspondence between S.D/ and S.D0/. From the definition of vD; and vD0; 0 ,
it is easy to check by Lemma 5.4 that f .vD; /D a � vD0; 0 for some a 2C . The fact
that f is an isomorphism implies that a¤ 0. This shows that the decomposition

HP .D/D
M

 2S.D/

C � vD; 

is invariant under the Reidemeister moves and, up to shifts of the homological grading,
invariant under fork sliding. (The possible homological grading shift in the case of a
fork sliding comes from the grading convention given in [24, Definition 6.11].)

Remark 6.10 It is straightforward to check that Lemmas 5.5, 5.6, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12
are also true for knotted MOY graphs.
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7 Nondegenerate pairings and co-pairings

We prove in this section Propositions 1.7 and 1.9. Again, we fix a generic polynomial
P .X / of the form (1-1) and denote by † D †.P / D fr1; : : : ; rN g the set of roots
of P 0.X /.

7.1 Pairings, co-pairings and dualities

To shows that a graded vector space is the graded dual of another graded vector space,
one only needs to establish a nondegenerate pairing that preserves the grading. For
filtered spaces, one needs a bit more. In this paper, we provide this extra bit in the form
of a nondegenerate co-pairing. The goal of this section is to prove Lemma 7.2, which
will be used in the proofs of Proposition 1.7 and Proposition 1.9.

Lemma 7.1 Let V be a finite dimensional (Z-)filtered linear space over C . For a
linear function f W V ! C , f 2 F i.V �/ if and only if f jF�i�1V D 0. Therefore,
dimC F i.V �/C dimC F�i�1V D dimC V .

Proof If f 2 F i.V �/, then f .F�i�1V /� F�1C D 0. So f jF�i�1V D 0.

If f jF�i�1V D 0, then, for any v 2 V ,

� deg v � �i � 1 ) f .v/D 0 ) degf .v/� i C deg v ,

� deg v � �i ) f .v/ 2C ) degf .v/D 0� i C deg v .

Thus, f 2 F i.V �/.

Lemma 7.2 Let U and V be two finite dimensional (Z-)filtered linear spaces of the
same dimension over C . Assume there are a filtration preserving nondegenerate pairing
rW U ˝V !C and a filtration preserving nondegenerate co-pairing �W C! U ˝V .
Then U Š V � as filtered spaces.

Proof Define a linear map F W U ! V � by F.u/.v/ D r.u ˝ v/. Since r is
nondegenerate, F is a C–linear isomorphism. Since r preserves the filtration, we have
F.F iU /�F iV � . In particular, dimC F iU � dimC F iV � . Similarly, using the filtra-
tion preserving nondegenerate pairing ��W U �˝V �!C , we get that dimC Fj U � �
dimC Fj V . When j D �i � 1, by Lemma 7.1, this is dimC U � dimC F iU �
dimC V � dimC F iV � . So dimC F iU � dimC F iV � . Thus, F jF i U W F iU ! F iV �

is an isomorphism.
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7.2 Proposition 1.7

We are now ready to prove Proposition 1.7.

Proof of Proposition 1.7 Let L be a colored link. We fix a diagram for L. Denote
by xL the colored link obtained from L by reversing the orientation of every component
of L and switching the upper- and lower-branches at each crossing. Using Reidemeister
moves, we put xL just behind L. (See Figure 17, where the blue part represents L and
the red part represents xL.) Then each crossing in L becomes a set of four crossings in

m n

L

///o/o/o

m n

xL

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

m n
m n

Lt xL

m n

L

///o/o/o

m n

xL

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

m n
m n

Lt xL

Figure 17

this diagram of Lt xL and each arc in L becomes a pair of arcs of the same color but
opposite orientations.

As in Figure 18, perform a saddle move in the middle of each such pair of arcs. This
gives a knotted MOY graph D , which is a collection of unlinked unknots. Denote by

m n
m n

Lt xL

oo ///o/o/o

m n
m n

D

Figure 18

‰W HP .Lt xL/!HP .D/ the homomorphism induced by these saddle moves. Near
the location of each of these saddle moves in D , one can perform another saddle move
that reverses the effect of the first saddle move. Altogether, these new saddle moves
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change D back into Lt xL. Denote by ˆW HP .D/!HP .Lt xL/ the homomorphism
induced by these new saddle moves.

One can use Reidemeister II moves to change D into a collection of disjoint circles in
the plane and then use circle annihilations to remove all of these circles. This changes D

into ∅ and induces a homomorphism eW HP .D/!C .ŠHP .∅//. Starting from ∅,
one can use the circle creations that reverse the above circle annihilations and then the
Reidemeister II moves that reverses aforementioned Reidemeister II moves to obtain D .
This induces a homomorphism iW C!HP .D/.

Let c be a crossing of L. Assume the two branches of c are colored by m and n.
Define �.c/Dm.N �m/C n.N � n/. Then define �.L/DPc �.c/, where c runs
through all crossings of L. By the definitions of the homomorphisms induced by saddle
moves, circle creations and annihilations in [24, Section 4], we have degq ‰ � �.L/,
degq ˆ � �.L/, degq e � ��.L/ and degq i � ��.L/. Thus, degq e ı ‰ � 0 and
degq ˆ ı i � 0. Note that HP .L t xL/ Š HP .L/˝C HP .xL/. So xr WD e ı‰ and
x� WDˆ ı i are linear pairing and co-pairing of HP .L/ and HP .xL/ that preserve the
quantum filtration.

It remains to show that xr and x� are nondegenerate. To do so, we use the bases
fvL; j  2 S.L/g and fvL;' j ' 2 S.xL/g of HP .L/ and HP .xL/ from Theorem 1.2.

The change from diagram L to diagram xL gives a one-to-one correspondence of
components of L and xL. For a state  of L, denote by x the state of xL such that
 .K/D x . xK/ for any component K of L and its corresponding component xK of xL.
Clearly,  7! x is a one-to-one correspondence of states of L and xL. By Lemmas
5.10, 5.12 and the invariance part of Theorem 1.2, we know that:

(i) For any state  of L and any state ' of xL,

xr.vL; ˝ vxL;'/
(
¤ 0 if ' D x ;
D 0 if ' ¤ x :

So xr is nondegenerate.

(ii) We have
x�.1/D

X
 2S.L/

c vL; ˝ vxL;x ;

where c 2C n f0g for all  2 S.L/. So x� is nondegenerate.

Therefore, HP .xL/ŠHP .L/
� by Lemma 7.2.
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7.3 Proposition 1.9

Next, we prove Proposition 1.9. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 1.7. We
need the following lemma.

Lemma 7.3 We have

yCP

0@ l N
1AŠ yCP

0B@
N l

l N

N�l

1CA klkfq�lg;(7-1)

yCP

0@ l N
1AŠ yCP

0B@
N l

l N

N�l

1CA k� lkfqlg;(7-2)

where yCP is the unnormalized chain complex. (See [24, Definition 6.11].) Thus,

yCP

0@ l N
1AŠ yCP

0@ l N
1A k2lkfq�2lg;(7-3)

yCP

0@ l N
1AŠ yCP

0@ l N
1A k� 2lkfq2lg:(7-4)

Moreover, at homology level, the above isomorphisms map the base element associated
to each state to a multiple of the base element associated to the unique compatible state.

Proof By [24, Lemma 3.8], if a MOY graph has an edge with color greater than N ,
then its matrix factorization is homotopic to 0. Thus, by [24, Definitions 6.3 and 6.11],

yCP

0@ l N
1AŠ 0!CP

0B@
N l

l N

N�l

1CA klkfq�lg! 0Š yCP

0B@
N l

l N

N�l

1CA klkfq�lg:

This proves isomorphism (7-1). isomorphism (7-2) follows similarly. Isomorphisms
(7-3) and (7-4) are obvious corollaries of (7-1) and (7-2). The conclusion about base
elements of the homology follows easily from the definition of the basis and Lemma 5.4.

Proof of Proposition 1.9 Let L be a colored link. We fix a diagram for L. Denote
by Lop the colored link obtained from L by changing each color k to N � k and
switching the upper- and lower-branches at each crossing. Using Reidemeister moves,
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m n

L

///o/o/o

N �m N �n

Lop

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

m n
N �m N �n

LtLop

m n

L

///o/o/o

N �m N �n

Lop

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

m n
N �m N �n

LtLop

Figure 19

we put Lop just behind L. (See Figure 19, where the blue part represents L and the
red part represents Lop .) Then each crossing in L becomes a set of four crossings in
this diagram of LtLop and each arc of color k in L becomes a pair of parallel arcs
in LtLop in the same direction with colors k and N � k .

kN �k

LtLop

�0

// N

kN �k

kN �k

D
�1

oo

Figure 20

In the middle of each such pair of arcs in LtLop , perform the operation in Figure 20,
which induces two homomorphisms �0 and �1 of the homology by [24, Proposition
4.12 and Lemma 4.13]. All such operations together change LtLop into a knotted MOY
graph D . Composing the �–homomorphisms corresponding to all such operations gives
us homomorphisms r1W CP .LtLop/! CP .D/ and �1W CP .D/! CP .LtLop/.
For a crossing c of L where the colors of the two branches are m and n, let |.c/D
m.N �m/C n.N � n/. Define

(7-5) |.L/D
X

c

|.c/;

where c runs through all crossings of L. By [24, Proposition 4.12 and Lemma 4.13],
one can easily check that r1 and �1 preserve the homological grading and their
quantum degrees satisfy degq r1 � |.L/ and degq �1 � |.L/.
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m n

L

///o/o/o

m n
N �m N �n

LtLop

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

D

m n

L

///o/o/o

m n
N �m N �n

LtLop

///o/o/o/o/o/o/o

NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

D

Figure 21

Figure 21 shows what D looks like near a crossing of L. If nDm, by [24, Definition
6.11], we have

CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCAŠ yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA k2m�N kfqN�2mg:

By [24, Theorem 7.1], we have that

yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA' yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA :
By isomorphism (7-4) in Lemma 7.3, we have

yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCAŠ yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA k� 2mkfq2mg:
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Applying [24, Theorem 7.1] again, we get

yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA' yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA :
Next, applying isomorphism (7-1) in Lemma 7.3, we get

yCP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCAŠ CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA kN kfq�N g:

Putting all these together, we get

(7-6) CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA' CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m m
N �m N �m

1CCCCA :
Similarly, one can check that, if nDN �m, then

(7-7) CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m

N �m

N �m m

1CCCCA' CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m

N �m

N �m m

1CCCCA ;
and if n¤m or N �m, then

(7-8) CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA' CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA kN � 2mkfq2m�N g:

Using the shifting s defined in Lemma 1.8, we get that, in all three cases,

(7-9) CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA' CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA k� ikfqig;
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where i D s

0@ m n
1A :

Similarly,

(7-10) CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA' CP

0BBBB@
NN

N N

m n
N �m N �n

1CCCCA k� j kfqj g;

where j D s

0@ m n
1A :

Recall that each crossing in L leads to a local configuration in D of the form on the
left hand side of (7-9) or (7-10). (See Figure 21.) One can change D into an embedded
MOY graph � (that is, no crossings) by replacing each of these with the corresponding
local configuration on the right hand side of (7-9) or (7-10). The homotopy equivalence
(7-9) and (7-10) imply that

(7-11) CP .D/' CP .�/k� s.L/kfqs.L/g:

The homotopy equivalence (7-11) induces isomorphisms r2W HP .D/!HP .�/ and
�2W HP .�/!HP .D/, where r2 has homological grading s.L/ and quantum degree
�s.L/, and �2 has homological grading �s.L/ and quantum degree s.L/. Moreover,
the change from D to � comes with an obvious one-to-one correspondence between
compatible states of D and � . By Lemmas 7.3 and 5.4, r2 and �2 map the base
element associated to each state to a multiple of the base element associated to the
unique compatible state.

Now apply edge merging to each red-blue “bubble” in � . This changes � into a
collection of disjoint circles of color N in the plane. Then apply circle annihilation to
each of these circles. This gives the empty MOY graph ∅. Together, these changes
induce a homomorphism r3W HP .�/!C .DHP .∅/.) The circle creations and edge
splittings that reverse the above changes induce a homomorphism �3W C!HP .�/.
From the definitions of the homomorphisms induced by these local changes, one can see
that r3 and �3 preserve the homological grading and have quantum degree ��|.L/,
where |.L/ is defined by Equation (7-5).
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Finally, define

rop Dr3 ır2 ır1W HP .L/˝HP .L
op/.ŠHP .LtLop//!C;

�op D�1 ı�2 ı�3W C!HP .L/˝HP .L
op/:

Then rop is a pairing of homological grading s.L/ and quantum degree ��s.L/ and
�op is a co-pairing of homological grading �s.L/ and quantum degree � s.L/ For
every state  of L, define the state  op of Lop by  op.Kop/D† n .K/ for every
component K of L, where Kop is the component of Lop that corresponds to K . The
map  7!  op is a one-to-one correspondence between the states of L and Lop . By
Lemmas 5.6, 5.9, 5.10 and the fact that r2 and �2 preserve states, one can easily
check the following:

(i) For any states  of L and ' of Lop ,

rop.vL; ˝ vLop;'/

(
¤ 0 if ' D  op;

D 0 if ' ¤  op:

So rop is nondegenerate.

(ii) �op.1/DP 2S.L/ c �vL; ˝vLop; op , where c 2Cnf0g for every  2S.L/.
So �op is nondegenerate.

Thus, by Lemma 7.2, we have HP .L
op/Š HomC.HP .L/;C/k� s.L/kfqs.L/g.

8 Bounds for the slice genus and the self linking number

We prove Theorem 1.17 and Theorem 1.18 in this section. The arguments we use
are more or less straightforward generalizations of those in [18; 21]. Again, we fix a
generic polynomial P .X / of the form (1-1) and denote by †D†.P /D fr1; : : : ; rN g
the set of roots of P 0.X /.

8.1 Colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants for links

For convenience, we introduce the slightly more general “colored sl.N /–Rasmussen
invariants for links”, which generalize the Rasmussen invariant for links defined by
Beliakova and Wehrli [1, Section 7.1].

Definition 8.1 Let L be an uncolored link. Denote by L.m/ be the colored link
obtained by coloring every component of L by m. We call a state  of L.m/ a
constant state if  .K1/ D  .K2/ for any two components K1 and K2 of L. The
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subspace K.L.m// of HP .L
.m// spanned by base elements associated to constant

states inherits the quantum filtration F of HP .L
.m//.

s.m/P .L/D 1

2
.max degq K.L.m//Cmin degq K.L.m///;Define

max degq K.L.m//Dminfj jmFjK.L.m//D K.L.m//g;where

min degq K.L.m//Dmaxfj j Fj�1K.L.m//D 0g:

Clearly, if L is a knot, then this definition coincides with Definition 1.13.

8.2 Smooth link cobordism and the slice genus

We prove in this section Theorem 1.17. To do that, let us first recall some basic facts
about smooth link cobordisms.

A smooth cobordism from link L0 to link L1 is a properly smoothly embedded
compact oriented surface S in S3 � Œ0; 1� such that @S D .L0 � f0g/[ .�L1 � f1g/,
where �L1 is L1 with the opposite orientation. A smooth link cobordism is said to
be elementary if it is either a Reidemeister move or a Morse move (that is, a saddle
move, a circle creation or annihilation.) Any smooth link cobordism admits a movie
presentation, that is, a decomposition into elementary cobordisms. (See Carter and
Saito [3; 4] for more details.)

Definition 8.2 Let S be a smooth cobordism from link L0 to link L1 . States  0 of
L.m/

0
and  1 of L.m/

1
are said to be compatible via S if, for every component C of S ,

all boundary components of C are assigned the same subset of † by  0 and  1 .

For a smooth cobordism S from link L0 to link L1 , fix a movie presentation
.S1;S2; � � � ;Sl/ of S . Let Dj�1 and Dj be the initial and terminal ends of Sj .
In particular, D0 D L0 and Dl D L1 . If Sj is a Reidemeister move, then define
FSj
W HP .D

.m/
j�1

/! HP .D
.m/
j / to be the isomorphism given by [24, Theorem 8.1].

If Sj is a Morse move, then define FSj
W HP .D

.m/
j�1

/! HP .D
.m/
j / to be the homo-

morphism induced by the matrix factorization morphism associated to it. (See [24,
Section 4].) Define F D FSl

ı � � � ıFS1
W HP .L

.m/
0
/!HP .L

.m/
1
/. The following is a

straightforward generalization of [18, Proposition 4.1].

Lemma 8.3 Suppose that S has no closed components. Then, for any state  of L.m/
0

,

F.vL.m/
0
; /D

X
'

c' � vL.m/
1
;' ;

where ' runs through all states of L.m/
1

compatible with  via S and c' 2 C n f0g
for each such ' .
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Proof Define ySj DS1[� � �[Sj and yFj DFSj
ı � � �ıFS1

W HP .L
.m/
0
/!HP .D

.m/
j /.

Note that S D ySl and F D yFl . We prove by induction that

(8-1) yFj .vL.m/
0
; /D

X
'

c' � vD.m/
j
;' ;

where ' runs through all states of D.m/
j compatible with  via ySj and c' 2C n f0g

for each such ' .

Define yF0 D idW HP .L
.m/
0
/! HP .L

.m/
0
/. When j D 0, Equation (8-1) is trivially

true. Assume Equation (8-1) is true for j � 1. Consider yFj D FSj
ı yFj�1 . If Sj is

a Reidemeister move, then by Theorem 1.2, Equation (8-1) is true for j . If Sj is a
Morse move (a saddle move, a circle creation or annihilation,) then by Lemma 5.10
and Lemma 5.12, Equation (8-1) is true for j . This completes the induction. So
Equation (8-1) is true for j D 0; 1; : : : ; l . And the lemma follows.

We call a component C of S semiclosed if @C �L0 � f0g or @C ��L1 � f1g. The
following corollary generalizes [1, inequality (7.1)].

Corollary 8.4 Suppose that S has neither closed components nor semiclosed com-
ponents. Then F jK.L.m/

0
/W K.L.m/0

/! K.L.m/
1
/ is an isomorphism, where K.L

.m/
i /

is the subspace of HP .L
.m/
i / spanned by base elements associated to constant states.

Consequently,

(8-2) js.m/P .L1/� s.m/P .L0/j � �m.N �m/�.S/;

where �.S/ is the Euler characteristic of S .

Proof Let  be a constant state of L.m/
0

. Since S has no semiclosed components, a
state ' of L.m/

1
is compatible via S to  if and only if it assigns to every component

of L1 the same constant m–element subset of † that  assigns to components of L0 .
Since S has no closed components, by Lemma 8.3, F.vL.m/

0
; /D c � vL.m/

1
;' where

' is the unique constant state of L.m/
1

compatible to  via S , and c 2 C n f0g.
This shows that F.K.L.m/

0
// � K.L.m/

1
/ and F jK.L.m/

0
/W K.L.m/0

/! K.L.m/
1
/ is an

isomorphism.

From the definition of FSj
(see also [24, Section 4 and Theorem 8.1],) we know that

degq FSj
� �m.N �m/�.Sj /. So

deg F �
lX

jD1

degq FSj
� �

lX
jD1

m.N �m/�.Sj /D�m.N �m/�.S/:
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Assume the element u 2 K.L.m/
1
/ attains the maximal quantum degree of K.L.m/

1
/.

Since F jK.L.m/
0
/W K.L.m/0

/! K.L.m/
1
/ is surjective, there is a v 2 K.L.m/

0
/ such that

F.v/D u. So

max degq K.L.m/1 /D degq u� degq F C degq v

� �m.N �m/�.S/Cmax degq K.L.m/0 /:

Therefore,

(8-3) max degq K.L.m/1 /�max degq K.L.m/0 /� �m.N �m/�.S/:

Assume v0 2 K.L.m/
0
/ attains the minimal quantum degree of K.L.m/

0
/. Since

F jK.L.m/
0
/W K.L.m/0 /! K.L.m/1 /

is injective, F.v0/¤ 0 and hence

min degq K.L.m/1 /� degq F.v0/� degq F C degq v
0

� �m.N �m/�.S/Cmin degq K.L.m/0 /:

So

(8-4) min degq K.L.m/1 /�min degq K.L.m/0 /� �m.N �m/�.S/:

Inequalities (8-3) and (8-4) give us that

(8-5) s.m/P .L1/� s.m/P .L0/� �m.N �m/�.S/:

Looking at S “up-side-down”, we can view S as a smooth cobordism from L1 to L0 .
Applying the same argument, we get

(8-6) s.m/P .L0/� s.m/P .L1/� �m.N �m/�.S/:

Inequalities (8-5) and (8-6) imply Inequality (8-2).

Lemma 8.5 Denote by the unknot. Then s.m/
P
./D 0.

Proof This follows easily from [22, Corollary 6.1] and [24, Proposition 9.8].

Theorem 1.17 is now just a special case of Corollary 8.4.

Proof of Theorem 1.17 Let xS be any connected compact smooth surface in D4

bounded by the knot K � S3 D @D4 . Removing a small disc from the interior
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of xS , we get a connected smooth cobordism S from K to the unknot . Then by
Corollary 8.4 and Lemma 8.5,

js.m/P .K/j D js.m/P .K/� s.m/P ./j
� �m.N �m/�.S/D�m.N �m/.�. xS/� 1/D 2m.N �m/g. xS/;

where g. xS/ is the genus of xS . And Theorem 1.17 follows.

8.3 The self linking number

We prove in this section Theorem 1.18. With colored sl.N /–Rasmussen invariants for
links, we give a version of Theorem 1.18 for all links instead of just for knots.

Lemma 8.6 Denote bytb the unlink with b components. Then

js.m/P .tb/j �m.N �m/.b� 1/:

Proof There is an obvious smooth cobordism S from the unknot  to tb that is
homeomorphic to a disc with b punctures. Apply Corollary 8.4 to this cobordism, we
get js.m/

P
.tb/j � �m.N �m/�.S/Dm.N �m/.b� 1/.

Lemma 8.7 Let B be a closed negative braid with b strands and l crossings. Then

s.m/P .B/Dm.N �m/.b� l � 1/:

Proof Recall HP .B
.m// is defined to be the homology of a chain complex of the

form M
�

HP .�/khB.m/.�/kfq�B.m/ .�/g;

where � runs through all MOY resolutions of B.m/ , hB.m/.�/ and �B.m/.�/ are
the shifts of the homological grading and the quantum filtration. (See Section 6.2
for more about hB.m/.�/ and �B.m/.�/.) Since B has only negative crossings, it is
easy to check that the minimum of hB.m/.�/ is 0 and is only attained by the MOY
resolution .tb/.m/ . One can check that �B.m/..tb/.m//D�lm.N �m/. So the
chain complex used to define HP .B

.m// is of the form

0!HP ..tb/.m//fq�lm.N�m/g ! � � �
Recall that the base vector associated to each state of B.m/ is realized by unique a state
of a unique MOY resolution of B.m/ . (See Lemma 6.3 and Lemma 6.7.) It is easy to
check that, for any constant state  of B.m/ , its resolution is ..tb/.m/; '/, where
' is the constant state of .tb/.m/ assigning the same subset of † as  . According
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to Lemma 6.7, vB.m/; D Œv.tb/.m/;' �. Also note that HP ..tb/.m//fq�lm.N�m/g
contains no nonzero boundary elements. So this implies that

K.B.m//Š K..tb/.m//fq�lm.N�m/g;
where the isomorphism preserve the quantum filtration. Thus,

(8-7) s.m/P .B/D s.m/P .tb/� lm.N �m/:

We first prove the lemma in the special case when B is a knot.

Assume B is a knot. By Theorem 1.17, we have

(8-8) s.m/P .B/� �2m.N �m/g�.B/:

Since B has only negative crossings, we know that

(8-9) 2g�.B/D l C 1� b:

(See for example [18, Section 5.2] for a proof of Equation (8-9).) Now using (8-7),
(8-8), (8-9) and Lemma 8.6, we get

�2m.N �m/g�.B/� s.m/P .B/D s.m/P .tb/� lms.N �m/

�m.N �m/.b� l � 1/D�2m.N �m/g�.B/:

So the above inequality must be an equation. Therefore, we get

s.m/P .B/Dm.N �m/.b� l � 1/;

which proves the lemma in the special case when B is a knot.

As a by-product of the above argument, we get that

(8-10) s.m/P .tb/Dm.N �m/.b� 1/:

It is clear that, for a general closed negative braid B , the lemma follows from Equations
(8-7) and (8-10).

Theorem 8.8 For a closed braid B with writhe w and b strands,

s.m/P .B/�m.N �m/.wC b� 1/:

Proof Suppose that B has lC positive crossings and l� negative crossings. Then wD
lC�l� . At each positive crossing of B , perform the saddle move and the Reidemeister I
move in Figure 22. This give a braid B� of b strands with l� negative crossings and no
positive crossings. Moreover, this also gives a smooth link cobordism S from B to B�
with Euler characteristic �.S/D�lC that has no closed or semiclosed components.
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Figure 22

By Lemma 8.7 and Corollary 8.4, we have

s.m/P .B�/Dm.N �m/.b� l�� 1/;

js.m/P .B/� s.m/P .B�/j � m.N �m/lC;

which imply that

s.m/P .B/�m.N �m/.b� l�� 1/Cm.N �m/lC Dm.N �m/.wC b� 1/:

Theorem 1.18 is a special case of Theorem 8.8.

Proof of Theorem 1.18 Let B be a closed braid representation of K such that
SL.B/D SL.K/. Assume B has b strands and writhe w . Denote by Bmir the mirror
image of B , which has b strands and writhe �w . By Theorem 8.8 and Corollary 1.15,

s.m/P .Bmir/�m.N �m/.b�w� 1/;

s.m/P .Bmir/D�s.m/
P
.B/D�s.m/

P
.K/:

Thus, s.m/P .K/�m.N �m/.w� bC 1/Dm.N �m/.SL.B/C 1/

Dm.N �m/.SL.K/C 1/:

This completes the proof.
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